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SYNOPSIS

This investigation was reouested by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cornission
(NRC), Region !! (R!l) Regional Administrator (RA), initially to resolve
concerns from an alleger which were reported in his December 5,1988, letter
to the NRC, regarding falsification and destruction of maintenance records in
the Instrument and Control (l&C) Department, including Plant Work Orers
(PW0s) and associated documents, at Florida Power and Light Company's sFPL),
the licensee, Turkey Point Nuclear Station (TPNS) facility. Subsequent Ril RA
requests for investigative assistance were received, based upon additional
concerns and complaints from the alleger in numerous telephone conversations
or 10 CFR % 2.206 petitions to the NRC, to resolve allegations of: (1) harass-
ment and intimidation, discriminatory practices, and threats of reprisals from
TPNS management officials involving bargaining unit employees for discussing,
identifyino, and reporting nuclear safety-related issues (chilling ef fect),
(2) willful and deliberate falsification of PWO work package documents at the
licensee's St. Lucie Nuclear Plant (SLNP) facility, (3) discrimination against
the witnesses of the alleger (complainant) at his U.S. Department of Labor
(DOL) hearing in January and February 1989 to resolve alleged protected
activity violations (Section 210, EPA) by the licensee, and (4) unethical and
improper behavior and actions of the licensee's counsels, including acts of
harassment and attempts prior to and during the 00L hearing to adversely
influence and coerce the testimony of witnesses (licensee employees) for the
complainant.

The alleger, who had been involuntarily terminated by the licensee on
December 22, 1988, for acts of insubordination, was interviewed on January 12,
1989, at which time he reiterated his concerns regarding the falsification and
destruction of PWO docunents to conceal I&C procedure violations at the T?NS
facility. He also reported a chilling ef fect persisted there, to the exter.t
that other !&C technicians were fearful of voicing nuclear safety-related
concerns because of reprisals and retaliation by management officials, and
that the counsel representing the licensee at his DOL tearing acted improperly
by discouraging or impugning the testinony of subpcenaed witnesses. The

alleger also related that an electrical foreman at the SLNP facility had
intentionally falsified, and then destroyed, a nuclear safety-related PWO work'

package, or portions thereof, to conceal a procedure violation. Other alleged
technical violations identified by the alleger during his interview were
referred to the RII technical staff for review and appropriate resolution.

The investigation activities to resolve alleged harassment and intimidation of
bargaining unit personnel and their reluctance to report nuclear safety
concerns for fear of management reprisals consisted of interviews with 40

| personnel throughout the plant, including technicians,160 supervisors, and
the site cuality assurance (0A) superintendent at the TPNS facility. Although
none of the interviewees acknowledged they were aware of harassment and
intimidation or the perception that a chilling effect existed with respect toI

l reporting and discussing bona fide nuclear safety-related hazards, concerns,
and issues, a significant number of the I&C technicians did report egregiousi

deficiencies and discrepancies in their current work procedures. These !&C
interviewees related that technicians who repeatedly complained about inade-
quate and deficient work procedures were categorized as non-team players and
of ten appeared to receive undesirable work assignments (high temperature /
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radiation area).or were at times harshly cha<*lsed ano criticized by some ;

supervisors. Investigative disclosures revealed, and numerous interviewees '

confirmed, the . absence of " management feedback":when any' concerns .(ouality .and t
!non quality related) are reported. apparent management favoritism ofLU.S.

Navy-trained technicians, humiliation in the fonn cf verbal- abuse from sone
L supervisors and managers, alienation of personalitiet, general-dishannony. ;

between 180 bargaining unit L and Maintenance = Departmen* management. personnel, '

apathy and insensitivity by'some' supervisors towards technicians and the
uncompromising _-and rigid nature.of some supervisors in their relationships- "

with technicians does exist. Some noted that since the. dismissal of the
alleger, .the work environment.uas-_ moderated significantly, friction has;
lessened, and managers. have become " technician sensitized."' Several: techni-
cians noted that probationary employees are reluctant to complain:about any-
topic since their job. status _ could be. in' jeopard.S but advised they knew of,
none who had failed to report-nuclear safety concerns. The site QA superinten.. 1

.

dent and !&C supervisors adamantly denied that they areiaware of any herassment-
and intimidation or the presence or perception.of. a chilling effect for. . _ . .

=|

reporting nuclear safety-related concerns. Based upon the testimony obtained
_d

,

from all of these interviewees, no evidence was' developed to support the
allegation that technicians at the TPNS| facility are harassed and-intimidated -

'

or that they fear retaliat4n from management personne' for ' identifying,
reporting, and discussing actual'or. suspected nuclear . fety-related (emphasis -

added) issues and. incidents.
!

The investigation activities toL resolve alleged falsification /destructioniof
TPNS nuclear safety-related records in the 1&C Oepartment Includeo the review
and analysis of 16 Ouality Centrol;(OC) and non-0C -PW0s and associated ,

. documents which were either_ positively identified 'by' the alleger or described
in some detail by him.- _ Additionally .the site 0A -Oc$tendent, the 1&C'

| Department support superv isor who. is intimetely knowledgeable of the PWO work
package documentatior3rocess, seven current or former technicians, and four:u
supervisors were interviewed to obtain specific information regarding this
allegation, _ Essentially, the documentation freview actW ties accomplished by
the reporting. investigator, with the assistance of = the site-0A superintendent
and the support supervisor,' disclosed no evi_dence _of any discrepancies,-.

.

;

alterations, or improper entriesland the records appeared to-be accurate and-
complete in all respects. Further, the' support supervisor, during a separate a
interview, categorically reiterated that all of the'PW0s appear to-have been "

f reperly completed and the work represented by these documents was apparently ,

accomplished according''to applicable recuirements. . The ' technicians: and :
supervisors were questioned extensively regarding specific alleged documenta---
tion improprieties- and all provided forthright .infonnation'and unequivocal
explanations concerning their cliegeo wrongdoing relating to I&C work process
documents. All 12 interviewees. emphatically denied any knowledge of ' improper
actions or allegations . associated with work process documentation (PW0s)'and
11 additional .1&C technicians, who' were interviewed to resolve the alleged
harassment and intimidation of other -technicians and the chilling effect
condition for reporting nuclear _ safety concerns, advised they were.not aware
of any improprieties!regarding the preparation of tpe I&C.wod package,

l documents.- In essence, investigative activities disclosed no. substantive
! evidence to confirm the- alleger's concern =regarding willful, delibente

falsification Ond/or: destruction:of records _ to avnid ampliance o to conceal
.

procedure violations,
,

l

|
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Activities by the Office of Investigations (01) to address and resolve-the-

Ialleged falsification and destruction of SLNP maintenance records consisted of
reviewing a complete and original copy of the specift: non-QC related PWO work j
package: identified by the alleger and which reportedly contained false informa- 1
tion and entries, and interviewing pertinent facility technicians and maragers ]who were involved.in the particular maintenance function. In essence,-the
work process regarding this matter consisted-of re-installing a condensate
pump motor (CPM) a f ter, it'was returned to the SLNP : facility from -the overhaul
vendor. Further, it was O " "uring the document' review process that: (1)-

~

.

an entry in the Journey Work Moort was recorded by an electrical foreman who 4

signed the name of a journeyman alectrician rather than his own, (2) an
incorrect meter serial number was entered on the SLNP Fom 3918, Insulation -
Resistance Test Section and then lined out, and (3): the electrical foreman
signed the initials of a second journeyman electrician on the work-procedure
form for work he (the foreman) performed, Two current electricians- at the
SLNP provided pertinent background data and infomation relating to August and
September 1988 licensee activities: associated with the CPM event and its
documentation and the proposed disciplin!ng of 'the foreman for unaccept6ble
recordkeeping practices. These two interviewees steadfastly maintained that,
the foreman had actually performed the require work activities in place of-

the two electricians and had properly annotated- the work file but said he did,
in fact, utilize the name and initials of two electricians to conceal his

~

identity, thus disguising a violation of a c?ause in the' union contract which
prohibits a supervisor from " working with tools." Upon' interview, the electri-
cal foreman immeaiately acknowledged that h had utilized the name and initials
of the two electricians in 5e manner ano. tcr the reasons previously stated ,

herein. He also satisfactorily explained the cirumstances of the deleted
equipment serial number and categorically maintained he personally performed
all the work as indicatad in the PWO work package.- Three Maintenance Depart--

ment managers concurre ,ith the testimony of the foreman and the two electri-
a

cians and they advise ( a essence, that although the records were incorrectly
annotated, the foreman -ly intended to complete the work assignment and not
to willfully and deliberately faltify a record to avoid compliance with:the
procedure. The investigation substantiated that the maintenance record (PWO
work package) wat improperly annotated as Wescribed but -it appears to:be
mitigated by the fact it was a non-QC related work activity, the licensee was
aware of the incident and there was no apparent attempt :to circumvent the
requirements of a work procedure.

The investigation activities regarding discrimination by TPNS officials after
the witnesses for the complainant testified at Hs 00L hearing-consisted of
interviewir.g alleged victims and pertinent man 6gement personnel 3t the facility.-
A total of 12 licensee employees provided information relative to this. aspect
of the 'nvestigation and 2 alleged victims uneauivocally denied they were
aware of any harassment and intimidation of l&C technicians who testified for
the alleger at his 00L hearing. Two other !&C technicians reported they were
not harassed, intimidated, or discriminated against by any TPNS manager or
supervisor af ter testifying for- the complainant but related that a co-worker
who had served for a brief time as a temporary relieving (TR) supervisor, was
demoted to the bargaining unit (technician) after retur_ning to the_ s_ite from

g the 00L hearing Ti. . technician who was allegedly-demoted was interviewed
_

r extensively regarding the purpose of the investigation and provided cpments
* regarding the return to' the bargaining unit af ter participating ir the DOL

hearing. This individual categorically denied the demotion was related--to
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.

participation in the 00L matter and essentially explained the return to-the
bargaining unit was voluntary and resulted from a misunderstanding-over the
promise of an office space that was a condition of the TR promotion. The
interviewee related the TR position was intnediately restored by the plant '

manager who personally resolved the office space issue. The technician '

selected to fill' the TR position after it had been vacated, unequivocally
confinned the conditions and circumstances of the incident as described by the-vacating employee. Two I&C supervisors who' testified in favor of the complain.

- ant at the DOL hearing denied they had received discriminatory treatment as
alleged 'or participating in this event. Current and fortner I&C and Mainte-
nance Department officials and the TPNS plant manager categodcally denied

4

discrimination against witnesses for the complainant and all concurred that
the TR promotee voluntarily vacated tha TR position due to a misunderstanding i

over an office space but was restored to the supervisory status upon. imediate
resolution of this -issue. Based upon the testimony of the interviewees, the i

allegation that witnesses for the alleger at the 00L hearing were harassed.and
discriminated against could not be substantiated.

Activities by 01 to resolve allegations that. licensee's counsel at the 00L
hearing acted improperly by influencing and coercing complainant witnesses and
that the licensee's ' independent law firm harassed the alleger while conducting
an investigation of alleger concerns at the TPNS facility consisted of inter-
views with nine pertinent indiv' sals. A partner with the independent law
finn explained the rol., and responsibilities of the law finn while indepen-
dently investigating and reviewing' the harassment and intimidation concerns of
the alleger at the TPNS facility and he also categorically denied harassingthe alleger during this process. Three'l&C personnel who=were allegedly
coerced and influenced by the licensee's labor hearing counsel essentially
denied that this activity had occurred. One of these interviewees did relate
that the attorney for the alleger attempted to persuade him, in his view, to
make false and derogatory statements regarding the licensee at the 00L hearing.
The site 0A super'ntendent, the curren: plant man 6ger, the former site vice
president, and t>e former senior vi'e president - nuclear, all denied that the
independent law t irm was employed to harass the alleger and further, each of
these interviewee related unequivocally that the licensee's labor counsel did
not attempt to influence or coerce witnesses for the alleger at the D0L
hearing. The labor attorney fully explained his role as counsel for the
licensee during the 00L hearing and acknowledged contacting some of their
employees to obtain facts and info 7 nation but he denied any efforts to intimi-
date and harass witnesses or to coerce and influence their testimony. Based

,

upon the testimony of these interviewees, the allegations of unethical behavior,
improper actions, and/or misconduct of attorneys employed by the licensee
could not be substantiated.

A review of other pertinent records was conducted during the investigation.
The licensee purchase order (PO) document relating- to the: utilization =of the
independent law firm indicates the licensee centracted with this firm to
"fernish confidential, independent investigative services" and to " conduct an p

indtoendent investigation into allegations made by an [Fpt) empicyee in a
letter" to the NRC and the DOL. According to the P0, the allegations to be
investigated by the independent law firm include discrimination harassment,
lack of fitness far duty of supervisory personnel, anc concerns,for the he ithcand safety of the public.

4
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1

| A review and analysis of the entire Report of Investigation prepared by the- ;

I

I
independent law firm fails to reveal infonnation pertinent to the purpose o.f

I the Ci investigation. Essentially, this document fails to relate that the
l independent investigation disclosed evidence of employee harassment and
| intimidation and it did not reveal maintenonce records improprieties,
| discriminatory practices, or retaliation by the licensee against individuals

who report nuclear safety-related concerns.
| ;

! An interview transcript prepared by the site OA.. superintendent records his
attempt to interview the allecer on November 22, 1988, for the purpose of
identifying the alleger's nuclear safety-related allegations and concerns that :

impact the health and safety of licensee employees and tre general public, in
essence, this document reflects that the alleger repeatejly refused to . respond
to requests for this infonnation .and continually impqwd the integrity and
independenc? of the QA fur.ction at the' TPNS facility. The DOL Recomended
Decision and Order dat's June 30, 1989, summarizes the historical aspects of
the complainant's case and concludes that this indiviJual failed .to present a
" prima facie" case that he was dismissed by the licensee for engaging in ,

protected activity.

Finally, the 0! investigation concludes, based upon the larne . volume of testi- i

mony received from numerous witnesses and interviewees and the extensive
revtew and analysis of pertinent records, correspondence, and documents, that i

the allegatf ons of employee harassment, the chilling ef fect condition, and-
licensee discrimination against individuals who reported or identified nuclear
safety-related concerns could not be substantiated as alleged. Further,
notwithstanding the-incorrect . documentation incident at the SLNP facility,
there was insuf ficient evidence- to substantiate the allegations that mainte-

~

nance (l&C) records were willfully and intentionally falsified, altered, and/ t
or destroyed to conceal procedure violations. Also, it is concluded that no

'

TPNS employee who testified for the. alleger at the 00L hearing was knowingly
harassed or discriminated against t'y the licensee for this activity and that
evidence failed to reveal attorneys for the licensee acted improperly or
behaved in an unethical manner during the independent law firm investigation

.

or the 00l. matter.- .

,
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ACCOUNTABfLITY

The following portions of this Report of Investigation (Case No. ?-88-012) will
not be included in the material placed in the Public Docunent Room. They
consist of pages 7 through 61.

|

|
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APPLICABLE REGULA?!ONS

10 CFR 50 - Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization facilities

| 10 CFR 50.7 - Employee Protection
!

10 CFR 50.9 - Completeness and Accuracy of Information

10 CFR 50,72 - Ininediate Notification Requirements for Operating Nuclear Power
Reactors
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DETAILS OF VNVESTIGAfl0N ;

Purpose of Investiga, tion- ,

This investigation was initially requested by the Region !! (R!l), Regional
Administrator (RA), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) on December 21, ;

f1988, to resolve alleged falsification / alteration / destruction of plant nuclear
safety related documents (plant work orders) at the Florida Power ana Light
Company's (FPL), the licensee, Turkey Point Nuclear Station (TPNS) and'St. Lule
Nuclear Plant (SLNP) to conceal maintenance procedure violations by licensee

to the Ril Of fice of Investigations (01) y 8, March 9. and
Subsequent RA reouests of_ January 6,.Februar -technicians.

'

sought additionalAugust 28, 1989,
assistance to resolve allegations that licensee employees at the TPNS facility

.were harassed and intimidated for_ reporting nuclear safety-related deficiencies
and concerns and that some licensee officials have created a " chilling.effect"
at the plant by threatening to retaliate against. individuals who openly
discussed or reported these issues.

Further, the alleger (Thomas J. SAPORITO, Jr.) claimed, in various 10 CFR
% 2.206 petitions to the NRC, that licensee personnel, representatises, and/or
contract officials (attorneys) interfered with V.S. Department of Labor (DOL)
proceedings by threatening his witnesses-(licensee employees) or by offering
them favorable employment opnortunities if they declined to testify in his
behalf. Finally, the alleger accused the licenue's counsel of influencing the
testimony of witnesses and engaging in conduct-end behavior prior to and during
the DCL hearing which stymied 'the presentation af facts on behalf of the
complainant (SAPORITO).

gekoround

In a Cecember 21, 1988, letter (Exhibit 1), the Rl! RA advised OI: Ri! that
Regional Allegation Coordinatcr 'RAC), Oscar DeMJRANDA, had received a volumi-s

nous report of allegations dated December 5,1988, from the alleger. According
to the RA recuest letter, the SAPORIT0_ document contained 35 separate attach-

| ments relating to his nuclear safety-related allegations and concerns at the two
FPL nuclear plant locations licensed by the NRC. Then an Instrument and Control

; (18C) technician in the IPNS Maintenance Department, he alleged in his report
I numerous regulatory violations and procedural deficiencies; associated with tasks
| performed and supervised by various !&C technicians and managers.

The RA request letter further advised that af ter a RAC review of the alleger's
report with the 35 attachments, 42 alleged violations were noted and ti it 2
attachments (23 and 33) addressed the possible deliberate alteration or f alsifi-
cation.of plant maintenance documents (plant work orders) at the TPNS facility.
In essence, attachment 23 alleges that the l&C production supervisor acknowl-
edged he had altered plant maintenance _ records to conceal-the fact that a
journeyman technician did not follow the correct procedure in perfonning-a- task. ;
Additionally, attachment.33 reports that an apprentice I&C specialist infonred _;
the alleger that "in June or July.of 1988" the TPNS Operations Department -
conducted a " test run" on the emergency diesel generators using an-incorrect
procedure and the event was concealed from licensee management and NRC ;
officials.- 1

1

|
'

l
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The December 21, 1988, RA-letter also states that in a December 14, 1988,
telephone conversation between the RAC and the alleger, he identified an
alleged records falsification incident at the SLNP facility. Reportedly,
journeyman technicians returned an incomplete plant work order (PWO) to their
electrical foreman who completed the document by initialing the steps without
actually performing the work. According to the alleger, the incident was
subsequently reported to the union job steward who attempted to discipline the
foreman through union procedures but found the particular maintenance record
had been destroyed by licensee management to conceal the incident from the
NRC. !

In a January 6,1989, morandum and af ter SAPORITO's involuntary termination
from the TPNS facillcy on December 22, 1988, reportedly for acts of insubordi-
nation, the RA forwarded a Supplemental Request for Investigation to Ol:RI! to
resolve incidents of alleged harassment and intimidation involving other
licensee technicians at the TPNS facility (Exhibit 2). SAPORITO, who had
previously filed an Energy Reorganization Act. Section 210 discriminatory
employment practices complaint with the 00L, Employment Standards Administra-
tion, Wage and Hour Division, advised the NRC in a January 3, 1989, 10 CFR
I 2.206 petition that "other employees at the [TPNS) may have knowledge of
additional safety concerns which may not readily surface as these employees
are being intimidated by the licensee." According to the requester, the
alleger further stated that "these employees bue witnessed my consecuences
[ termination) as I have made known my safety concerns to outside agencies and
they are, therefore, reluctant to cor.e forward with their concerns..." The
supplemental reouest memorandum reports that the NRC RII sta ff views the
alleger's statements as " indicating there may be a possible chilling ef'ect at
the facility which could potentially impact on the willingness of employees to
raise sa fety issues or identify ncnconforming conditions." The alleger
subsequently furnished the RAC with the identities of the TPNS technicians who
reportedly have nuclear safety concerns but are unwilling to report ther for
fear of reprisals or retaliation by the licensee and these individuals are
identified in the supplemental request memorandum.

In a February 6,1989, memorandum, the RA further requested that 01:Rll
resolve additional complaints of harasstrent and intimidation from SAPOR 1TO
involving TPNS employees who were subpoenaed as favorable witresses in his' 00L
proceedings 89-ERA-07 and 89-ERA-17 (Exhibit 3). According to the requester,
the alleger, in a February 7,1989, letter to the NRC, advised that four
specific licensee technicians "have either been approached by (li:ensee)
management because of their pending testimony or have otherwise been discrimi-
nated against and harassed becau ,e of their testimony." Further, ^e requester
related that during a Fabruary 7,1989, RAC telephone conversatio.. .th the
alleger and his attorney, it was reported that an l&C technician was temporar- .

ily promoted to a supervisory position by licensee management "as an effort to
keep her quiet." The recuester y elated that, according to SAPORIT0, the
technician subsequently testifieu of " discriminatory employnent prsctices" and
following her return to the TPNS facility was removed from the acting
supervisory position as a retaliatory measure.

On March 9,1989, the RAC verbally advised the ('I:RI! investigator that the
alleger had ferwarded a second report containing 4S nuclear health and safety
concerns to the NRC RII staff. According to the RAC, a review of SAPORl"$'s
second report disclosed that two items related to alleged incidents of

4
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falsification 'and/or destruction'.of' pitnt maintenance ~ documentation -(Ptf0s) by-
1!&C personnel at the TPh5 facility, Specifically, in section I, page 34,

SAPORITO alleges a journeyman technicitu failed to document the work he -
performed on a copy of the applicable procedure which was subseouently destroyed ,

and a new copy substituted by a field npervisor. Further, in section- 1,. page '

106, the alleger states that the 'i&C-production supervisor altered maintenance
documentation by falsely Indicating he had performed review requirements. A

'

copy of the RI! Memorandum for. Case File, dated March- 9,1989, and preoared by
the RAC, indicat 99 referral of the. two items to 01, is Exhibit 4 to this
ReportofInvestigativn(R0!).

On August 28,1989, af ter 01 had concluded its field work regarding the-
initial and subsecuent investigation recuests but before the docurrentation cf
the results had been completed, the RA verbally requested assistance to
resolve additional incidents of alleged improprieties by the licensee contained
in SAPORITO's August 12, 1989, 10 CFR 5 2.206 petition to theLHRC's Executive
Director for Opera tions--(E00). The requester, in .a RAC Memorandum for Case
File, dated August 28, 1989, advised that the NRC's Of fice of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (NRR) is preparing a response to the petition.and h6d inquired as
to the status of the O! activity regarding all harassment and intimidation
allegations at the TPNS facility, including the' additional concerns reflected

~

in the August 12, 1989, petition to the NRC (Exhibit 5). In essence, SAPORITO
had reported to the NRC that certain activities by the licensee, including the

, use of an independent law firm (STIER, ANDERSON, and MALONF) to investigate
,' his health and safety concerns at the TPNS and SLNP sites and the unethical
! conduct and behavior of licensee attorney James S. BRAMNICK prior to and i
l during the 00L hearing were,-in his opinion, harassing and intimidating

actions which interfered with his participation in the 00L matter. An NRC
memorandum dated August 30, 1989, regarding the 10 CFR 5 2.206 petition from

| SAP 0RITO dated August 12, 1989,- confirms NRR's interest in the resolution of
the concerns reported by the alleger (Exhibit 6). .

Summary of Allegations

The allegations / concerns reported by the alleger and referred to-in' the
Background Section of the ROI are summarized herein. These allegations will
be subsequently addressed in the applicable sections of the ROI in the order
in which they are enumerated.

1. Employees of the TPNS facility 3re reluctant.to repor' nuclear safety
concerns for fear of reprisal / retaliation by the licensee, thus creating a
" chilling effect" which could potentially impact on the-will?1 ness of-

,

these individuals to identify safety issues or nonconforming c nditions,.
|

2. An I&C production supervisor (HARLEY) at the TPNS facility admitted to the'

alleger that he (the supervisor) had altered nuclear safety-related PW0s
to conceal the fact that an I&C tourneyman technician (ALEXANDER) failed'

to follow a required procedure.
<

3. An apprentice 160 technician (HANLEY) at the TPNS facility infonned the-
alleger-he (HANLEY) was aware that the Operations Department had conducted
a " test run" of emergency diesel- generators withcut following procedures,
and the violation was concealed from management officials.
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4.- A journeyman l&C technician-(All.EN) ' allegedly failed to document the work~

he perfomed-on a copy of the applicable procedure |which was reportedly-
destroyed and a new copy was supposedly substituted by the field super-
visor (KORAN). Other field supervisors verbally' authorized technicians to'
eliminate.an item (step (s)) in the PWO proceoure,;thus-intentionallyviolating.the procedure.

5. An 180 production supervisor (HARLEY) ollegedly. falsified on-the-spot. !changes (OTSCs)_ maintenance documentation by indicating he had performed '

review requirements when he had not accomplished these tasks.-

6. An electrical foreman (SCHWEPPE) at the SLNP facility completed PWO -
documenta'. ion on L$afety-related equipment for two journeyman electricians -l
without ensuring all required tasks were accomplished,'and.the documenta-
tion was- subsequently destroyed by the licensee to conceal the incident
from the NRC.

7 The licensee is engaging in discrimination and harassment'against numerous
employees (specifically MATHIS, RO8ERTS, McCARTHY a'nd VERHOEVEN) who are .;
ubpoenaed witnesses for SAP 0RITO in D0L proceedings 89-ERA-07 ani

!

89-ERA-17. One employee (MATHIS) was involuntarily removed from a tempor- '

ary relieving (TR) supervisor position because ,he provided testimony-
regarding licensee's " discriminatory employmer practices."

8. The licen~ intimidated and coerced the alleger by utilizing the indepen-
dent law m of STIER, ANDERSON, and MALON_E to interrogate him regarding
operations ,t the TPNS facility and his contacts with the NAC.

9. The conduct and behavior of the -licensee's counsel -(BRAMNICK)_ adversely
a' rect % the alleger by influencing and coercing his' witnesses in the 00L

_

hearing.

Re"iew of Allecer Documentation

Throughout the investigation copies of correspondence originated by SAPORITO,
-

including reports, letters, and/or petitions, were provided to-the reporting
investigator, either directly from the alleger or from NRC of ficials involved
with the resolution of his nuclear safety allegations _ and 10 CFR 6 2.206
issues. The purpose of this section of the ROI is to enumerate and briefly
describe documentation originated by the alleger which is regarded as pertinent
to the 0! activities and to cross-reference his correspondence with specific
allegations sumari:ed in the previous report section. The number (s) in
parenthesis following the description of the alleger.'s documentation. relate to
the applicable sumarized allegation (s).

1. A copy of pertinent portions of the alleger's report to-the NRC, dated
December 5,1988, identifies 42 alleged nuclear health and safety viola-
tions (Exhibit 7). Attachments 23 and 33 allege records improprieties by
180 personnel at the TPNS facility, (2,3).

2. A copy of a December 21, 1988, letter to the NRC attached to Exhibit 2,
alleges numerous technical-violations at the -TPNS facility. The' document
concludes with the allegation that licensee employees at this plant are

Case No.- 2-88-012 16
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being subjected to harassment and intimidation for reporting / identifying
nuclear safety-related deficiencies (chilling effect), (1).

3. A copy of a January 13,1989,10 CFR 12.206 petition to the NRC
,

(Exhibit 8), alleges " willful falsification and destruction of safety--
related plant documents," and advises that a " severe chilling effect of
the station personnel" at the TPNS facility currently exists, (1,2,3)..

4 A copy of a January 30, 1989, 10 CFR 6.2.206 petition to the NRC
4

(Exhibit 9), alleges "the failure of ' personnel to follow ' procedures" and
relates that the TPNS "is experiencing a severe chilling effect due.to
sophisticated reprisals enacted on employees at the plant when they voice
c m. erns of the plant," (1,2,3).

5. A copy of a February 7, 1989, 10 CFR 6 2.206 petition to the NRC attached
to Exhibit 3, alleges a " severe chilling effect" and reports that the
licensee "is engaged in discrimination and harassment" against subpoenaed
witnesses in the SAPORIT0/00L proceedings,-(1,7).

6. A copy of a March 1,1989,10 CFR 6 2.206 petition to the NRC (Exhibit 10),
advises his allegation regarding " willful falsific6 tion of safety-related
plant documentation" at the TPNS. facility was " collaborated" (apparently-
intended to use the word " corroborated") during:the 00L proceeding.- This
document further reflects an 180 technician'(COLSTON) informed the alleger:
that a supervisor is " harassing and discriminating against him because of
his participation as a witness" in the 00L proceeding and this action
demonstrates a " severe chilling effect at the plent," (1,2,3,7)..

7. A copy of a March 2,1989,10 CFR l 2.206 petition to the. NRC (Exhibit 11),
| appears to be identical in all respects to the previous' document with the

exception of the date change, (1,2,3,7).
-

8. A copy of. a March 3,1989, letter to.the reporting' investigator
(Exhibit 12) cites additional. examples of alleged falsification of

I maintenance records by TPNS technicians and supervisors. Additiorally,
the alleger reiterates the alleged harassment and' discrimination =against a
technician (COLSTON) because of his 00L testimony and identifies the

! participonts in the SLNP incident involving:the falsification and
des truction of. maintenance records, (1,2,3,6,7).

9. A copy of pertinent portions of. the alleger's second report to the NRC
dated March 3,1989, identifies 45 nuclear health and safety-concerns at
the 1PNS facility (Exhibit 13). At pages 34 and 106,Lthe alleger relates
falsification 'and/or destruction of TPNS maintenance documents by' an bC
technician (ALLEN) and two supervisors (KORAN'and HARLEY), (4,5) -

i

10. A copy of a March .7,1989, letter to the reporting investigator cites an
additional example of alleged falsification and destruction of TPNS
maintenance records (Exhibit 14). According to the alleger, IAC~techni-
clans (CAPERA and MAG 00GAN) violated the requirements of a procedure by
eliminating "several steps" while performing a test and the supervisor
(WILLIS) destroyed the original documentation when the deficiency was
noted,(2,3).
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11. A copy of a' July 7 1989, 10 CFR I 2.206 petition-to the NRC (Exhibit-15),
reiterates the allegation that TPNS employees ". suffered reprisals fori

voicing safety concerns" and that licensee personnel'who testified in the
alleger's behalf at the D0L proceedings were harassed and intimidated by
licensee management, (1,7).

12'. A cepy of an August 12,1989,10 CFR l 2.?06 petition to the NRC
(Exhibit.16), alleges the licensee employed an independent law firm to
harass and intimidate the. alleger. Further, this document reports alleged-
improper and unethical conduct and behavior by a licensee attorney
(BRAF, NICK) prior to and during the DOL proceeding and accuses him of _ .,

| af fecting testimony, -influencing -witnesses, and intimidating subpoenaed
|

employees,(8,9).
:

i Interview of Thomas J. SAPORIT0, Jr.

SAPORITO, interviewed on January 12, 1989, provided requested biographical and
employment data, and he reiterated his nuclear health and-safety concerns
regarding alleged falsification / alteration and/or destruction of-I&C:mainte-
nance documents at the TPNS facility (Exhibit 17). He noted'that he was.
involuntarily discharged from his 160 technician position at TPNS..' supposedly

~

for insubordination, in December 1988, and said he had initially contacted the
00L in October 1988, equesting protection under the whistleblower act.'"

SAPORITO acknowledged he filed a voluminous- report of nuclear safety allega-
tions and concerns with the NRC-(DeMIRANDA) in December 1988, and recalled'

,

that attachments 23 and 33 of his repcrt addressed specific incidents of
l willful, deliberate *ecords deficiencies and-improper documentation practices

by I&C Cepartment personnel. He related that, with respect to attachment 23,'

the production manager admitted in a private. conversation _he had completed a
temporary system alteration document for- a journeyman technician (ALEXANDER).

after the work had been completed rather_'than before as required by the -
'

,

' procedure. SAPORITO advised his concern regarding this particular incident is
tha t the procedure for 'perfonning the= assignment (pressurizer valve calibra-
tion) was -violated by the failure of the technician to follow the prescribed

i steps. He further noted that, in his opinion,-the violation was compounded
when HARLEY completed the document for the technician without witnessing the'

; assignment and by completing it in the incorrect sequence.

SAPORITO recalled anotner incident lealibration of the boric acid storage tank
level transmitter) in which assigne j technicians CAPERA, HANLEY, and FAG 00GAN

I incorrectly performed a procedure by omitting ~"several pages."~ He related he-
,'informed the technicians and field supervisor Willis of the procedural-viola--

tion and WilLIS reportedly replied he had proper written authority to verbally -
,

direct work processes and to auth3rize the elimination of certain steps in
particular procedures. SAPORITO idvised it is "comon management practice for

I field supervisors to redirect wri'. ten instructions in safety-related docuents
and [PW0s)" and they have " verbally altered" procedures by directing technicians! '

to eliminate " steps in procedures arm plant-work orders." He said he personally.
' remembered being asked by field supervisors "at least a dozen times" to

violate a work assignment procedure or written process control instructions by'

eliminating and excluding some of the written steps in these documents. He
'

| stated he has also overheard I&C' field supervisors, including Will!S and
; KORAN, verbally instruct technicians to eliminate procedure or work control
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t document steps, a_ practico SAPORITO said opposes and is t in direct conflict |-

with the TPNS maintenance philosophy of " verbatim compliance" with. written ;
procedures.

SAPORITO next concented regarding the concern in his December 5,1988, report i
package, iden(ified as attachment 33, which addresses an alleged " cover up" of '

a procedure violation. He related that in a June 1988 conversation with l&C--

apprentice technician HANLEY regarding " verbatim compliance" FANLEY told him i

he witnessed an emergency diesel generator " test run" utili Ag an incorrect
procedure. He said HANLEY told him that when it was realized the test had
been documented using the incorrect procedure, the " initial paperwork" was-
destroyed to conceal the incident and a corrected page from the~ procedure was
completed.

SAPORITO, during his interview, cited additional incidents which, in his
opinion, demonstrated that I&C supervisors do not obtain the proper Operations
Department authorizations to perform calibration and/or repair assignments.
He said he regards these actions as procedure and work process document
violations and a failure to observe the " verbatim compliance" policy promul-
gated by the TPNS site vice president and the former plant manager.

SAP 0''TO also recalled an- April 1988 incident involving the l&C inspection of
oil levels in the governors of three auxiliary feedwatar ( AFW) pumps. He
related ttat the data recorded in the reactor operator shif t log regarding the
oil levels in the three sight glasses differed from the observations he made
when he instected these components. SAPORITO related he regards this incident
as another example of falsification of records by TPNS personnel, inasmuch as
he is of tho opinion. the operators did not physically inspect the oil levels
as indicateJ. SAPORITO advised that the independent law firm of STIER,
ANDERSON, i nd PALONE from New Jersey was actively investigating the incident
since the iupervisors of the Operations and !&C Cepartments _had been contacted
by one of :hese attorneys for information concerning this matter. .

INVESTICATOR'S NOTE: The law finn of ~ STIER, ANDERSON -and MALONE was
employed by the licensee in October 1988-to investigate and resolve the,

SAPORITO cocerns and allegations _ regarding harassment and intimidation.
One issue which was extensively reviewed by this firm during their investi-
gation prior to Ol's -involvement at the TPNS facility is the AFW incident.
A further discussion of the STIER, ANDERSON, and MALONE investigation
results of this issue will be reflected in a subsecuent'section of the
R01.

SAPORITO next discussed a condition among technicians at the TPNS_ facility
which he described as a " chilling effect" or a fe5r of reprisals by licensee
management if nuclear health and safety . issues are. openly discussed with
outside (nonlicensee) officials. He reported several incidents in which these
licensee employees, including his former co-workers in the 16C Department,
expressed a fear of retaliation from the then 1&C Department manager
(TOMASZEWSKI) if they reported safety issues to the NRC. SAPORIT0'also '

related that BRAMNICK, the counsel for the licensee in the 00L proceeding, has
allegedly discouraged subpoenaed witness WILLIS and others from testifying, an
action which he stated indicates harassment and intimidation of these
individuals.
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SAPORITO also advised that he was aware of tan alleged incident involving .the
'falsification of a safety-related maintenance record at the.SLNP facility. He

stated that labor union (International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers or ,.'

IBEW) steward Laurence D. HIEGEL informed him in November 1988 that Gerhard G.-
SCHWEPPE, an electrical foreman, had signed the names of two electricians-on a' i
work process document or safety-related procedure indicating- they had performed
the assignment when, in fact, the foreman.had personally completed the activity.
According to SAPORITO, the document was destroyed to prevent SCHWEPPE from
being disciplined when licensee-management and/or the union officials--learned !

of the incident and to conceal a possible safety. violation.

SAPORITO also provided voluminous testimony regarding other aspects of. his
December 5,1988, repori of concerns- and allegations- to the NRC Ri! staff, He-

broached topics involving.both the TPNS and/or SLNP facilities, including the
alleged use of non-nuclear qualified replacement parts on safety-related

.

equipment, requalification training deficiencies, improper and careless
maintenance practices, inadequate mainter,ance. procedures, nonlicensed operator
misconduct, fitness for duty and ALARA program violations, managementeinter- i

ference with Quality Assurance (CA) functions, and other apparent technical j
discrepancies.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: . -The NRC Ri! sta f f, and specifically' Richard V.
CRLENJAK, was immediately provided with a copy of the SAPORITO . transcript >

to identify and resolve health-and safety concerns he alleged during his'

interview

SAP 0RITO concluded the interview by reciting into -the transcribed record that,
in his opinion, the- TPNS facility -was an unsafe plant, and essentially that it
should immediately cease operations until all of his safety allegations;and
concerns nave been addressed and resolved,

investication Recardino. Alleced Harassment and intimidation of Licensee
Imployees TEhB Ting ET?ect) ~

~

' Af ter the investigation was initiated and on several different occasions
during the subsecuent 00L hearing, SAPORIT0, in' 10 CFR 6 2.206 petitions and
conversations with NRC of ficials, alleged that licensee management- had
harassed and intimidated TPNS technicians and plant employees to the extent
they were fearful of management retaliation and reprisals if they discussed
nuclear health and safety: concerns (Allegations Summary item Number 1).
Additionally, the alleger advised that because of this " chilling' effect"
condition, these employees were reluctant to -report plant health and safety
problems or issues for fear of suffering adverse employment actions,'such as
termination, undesirable. assignments, loss of overtime opportunities, etc. In

|

! an ef fort to determine whether the' alleged actions by licensee of ficials- had
discouraged and/or inhib _ited open and candid discussions regarding actual or
potential nuclear health and safety-related issues at the TPNS facility,-;

extensive interviews of numerous -!&C Department and other plant technicians'

were conducted.

! Interviews with TPNS Personnel

The licensee perscnnel (mostly bargaining unit) listed in this section of the
report, with department locations and employment dates at FPL noted (if
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obtained), were interviewed regarding this aspect- of the i
Interviewees identified with an asterisk (*) are those int i

SAPORITO advised could personally verify his allega40n rt |
" chilling effect" condition at the TPNS facility. -Additic j

identified with the pound sign (#) were accompanied during
IBEW, local Number 359, Miami, FL, job stewards employed a.

t

' I&C (2/84)1. * Homer L, WHITE, Jr. -
,

I&C-(12/84) i2. *# Brian W. McCARTHY= -

160 (3/86)3. *# Coleman R. Mc00NALD -
,

I&C (9/86) :4. *8 William P. MclNTYRE -

5. *# William C. LA2ENBY, Jr. -- l&C (3/85) 1

6. *# Richard R. BOYLE ' I&C(12/85)--

1&C(6/88)7. *# Phillip E. BENNETT -

16C (1/88)8. *# Kyle E. ROBERTS -

I&C(7/86)9 *# Richard A. COLSTON -

I&C-(2/78)10. *# Gary L. PHIPPS -

11 *# William F. OlNAN !&C(10/86).
12. *# Kenneth S. HALL : Mechanical _ Maintenance

and Union Representi
Safety Comittee (11

13. # Arthur' (ri) P!0VE l&C (1/85--

180(6/8614 # Lawrence A. ASCROM -

18C (2/8115. # Jeron F. LINDER -

16. #' David S. KIRBY l&C Temporary Field P.-

!&C-(2/86)17. # Darrell M. GARNER -

1&C(8/82)18. # Wannie G. DILLON -

I&C (2/88)19. Jesse W. BALCERZAK -

1&C(10/84)20. James B. BRANCH -

1&C (6/85)-21. Charles -E. CULLOP -

22. Benjamin (n) YOUNG Electrical Maintenance-

.(11/ ) 5) -
EM (12/.'9)23. David L. SINGLETON -

24 * Jon O. RAHN . former: TPNS employee an.-

(4/87 - 12/88)
25. J Jesse (n) KIRKSEY- MM (7/75)-

MM(2/76)26. # Stanford J'. WARNER -

27. a Daniel (n) GONZALEZ MM-

28. # Florecio (n) MORALES 'MV-

29. # Charles (n) DAYTON ~EM-

30. # Charles A. SCHOTT MM-

31. # Tyrone E. DAMON FM-

32. # Richard J. ARNOLO . EM
33. Mark G. WILSON Operations Department-

34 Darrell M. COX Opera tions Department-

35. Dale A. YOUNGMAN Health Physics Techniciar-

36. Michael R. DARR Health Physics Technician-

37. Adriano S. PORTORREAL l&C-

38. Lloyd W. BLA00W, Jr. 0A Superintendent. TPHS-

INVEST! GATOR'S NOTE: MATHIS, an 180 production coordinator
technician, also provided information pertinent to harassmei
tion of bargaining unit personnel and the alleged _ chilling (
Her coninents are sumarized in a following section of the RC
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ally, remarks by supervisors WilLIS and VERHOEVEN regarding _these topics!

I are reported in the same subsequent'section of the R01'..
,

WHITE related that, before September 1987-'when he transferred from the I&C'^

Department, he_was never personally. harassed or intimidated for discussing and
reporting nuclear health and safety concerns.. He did- relate that he once was -; i

. reassigned to what he regarded as an undesirable task because he continuously'
complained about inadequate and-deficient work' procedures (Exhibit-18).. He

.

-

also reported that.some 180 technicians had been categorized by_ field and !'

production supervisors as not being " team players" because their complaints
about these deficient procedures slowed the work process . . WHITE also ~ advised !,

1

that some I&C technicians previously believed that complaints;(regarding,
'

-procedures) to supervisors would cause some; humiliation.and/or verbal. abuse- - ,

'IL
inasmuch as this was viewed as. efforts to-impede the completion of work--
assignments. He also stated that at one time technicians who had previous
experience in the U.S. Navy nuclear program _ appeared to enjoy preferential-

s

treatment in employment assignments and -promotion copportunities in the _I&C
shop, but said he is not aware that this. condition currently exists.

WHITE related .he was familiar with APORITO and hi
miss om_

'

m
1

the TPNS facility'.-in December 1988

e ans may possi y be' concerned t ey wou suffe
similar management reprisals for complaining; however, he said unequivocally _ !

he knows of no nuclear safety issues which have not been properly addressed
when reported. He reiterated that he is personally unaware of technicians-

being harassed or intimidated by supervisors for reporting nuclear safety
Concerns.

.

McCARTHY,. during his. initial i.nterview, .relited he has. served since February _
1988 as the 18C technician a.t the simulator, La- position requiring his tfull
time presence at the training facility (Exhibitul9). Questioned extensively
regarding the alleged ;" chilling ef fect" involving. technicians at the TPNS :

f acility and specifically in the I&C' Department,1cCARTHY~ related he' observed
| from early 1986 to early 1988 that l&C _ personnel who complained about irde-

cuate or deficient work procedures were " methodically penalized." He.also .

|4 advised that, in his opinion, concerns about these procedures were " generally
~

|

not addressed" and that " jobs were switched to_.less knowledgeable people" bj
I&C supervisors in order to_ have. them completed _"without addressing the safet/
procedure concerns." He agreed with WHITE that the fonner !&C Department
manager favored technicians with:U.S. Navy. nuclear experience -over other !

I_ individuals who_may have been mor9 qualified..
i

McCARTHY further stated that he.is -of the opinion he was: personally assigned .j

to urdesirable work locations in the. plant (high temperature and radiation i
'

areas) because he reported procedure concerns -or otherwise complained about
working conditions to supervisors.- He clarified that the concerns:ahout which4

he complained involved the requirement to utilize I&C maintenance procedures
he considered inadequate, deficient, vague, and/or incorrect for the |

particular assignment. He stated that maintenance supervision has . insisted
,

upon|the " verbatim compliance" concept regarding the use of procedures.and-

oftentimes it was impractical and unproductive to comply with this policy
since the procedure is deficient or inadequate'to complete the assignment,

i

.j l
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McCARTHY, throughout the remainder of his first interview, continued to
discuss his perception that individual technicians in the I&C Departrant are
reluctant to candidly address the inadequacies of safety-related procedures to
their managers. He reiterated that, in his opinion, due to his previous
complaints about work procedure deficiencies he has received verbal abuse and !

undesirable work assignments; he has been excluded from overtime opportunities,
received close scrutiny by supervisors, and suffered. humiliation. He also
noted that supervisors and managers have often addressed technicians in a
harsh and imposing manner to emphasize compliance with the work procedures and
to encourage maximum production. In summary, McCARTHY's testimony did not
develop any substantive information to indicate that technicians were reluc-
tant to report unsafe or hazardous nuclear _ health and safety conditions, but
it did reveal they were hesitant to complain about 180 maintenance procedures
which were perceived to be inadequate, deficient, or impractical to utilize in
a " verbatim compliance" manner.

MCDONALD categorically denied that he has personally received harsh, abusive,
intimidating, or discriminatory treatment for discussing _ any nuclear safety- l

related enncerns or_ issues with his supervisors (Exhibit 20). He noted that,
in his opinion, some technicians, including McCARTHY, may have receised ;
undesirable assignments from various field supervisors for voicing concerns
and complaints regarding deficient and inadequate 1&C maintenance crocedures.
He fvther advised that 180 supervisors have, at times, spoken harshly and
abruptly with technicians regarding their work habits, but said he has never
known any of these individuals to suffer adverse emplopent actiors er i
reprisals for raising nuclear safety-related concerns.

Mc00NALD discussed his knowledge of SAPORIT0's dismissal from the TFNS facility
and indicated other technicians may view this action as a warning signal by
management to refrain from compi-ining about the procedures. He said that
because of this perception by some technicians, it -is possible they are
reluctant to discuss the procedure deficiencies with supervisors since it
could jeopardize their employrent, but indicated he knows of no cre who is
fearful of reporting a- genuine nuclear safety-related ma tter.

MclNTYRE commented regarding his perception of employee harassrent and intimi- e

dation and the alleged " chilling effect" at the TPNS facility (Edibits 21 and-

22). He stated he personally has no knowledge of harassment and intimidation
in his work environment but said he is of the opinion some 18C em;1cyees may
be reluctant or hesitant to discuss issues with their supervisors because they
(supervisors) have not reacted to or provided feedback regarding erployee
concerns. McINTYRE said that, in his opinion, the night shift technicians
possibly have received undesirable assignments (high temperature and radiation
areas) because the former department manager may'have disliked the night shif t
field supervisor for his inflexible and rigid compliance with the work pro-
cedures which may have slowed the work process. He also related that, in.his'
opinion, it appears other technicians have received undesirable assignments
for complaining about these same inadeouate procedures. MelNTYRE 'urther
stated he had difficulty discussing issues with the fonner departrent head and
alluded he was at times unpredictable in the manner in which he wculd react or
respond to information from the technicians.

McINTYRE discussed the " verbatim compliance" policy expected of the technicians
and indicated attempts to observe this practice were not.always pcssible,
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practicali or productive. .He:further identified several example's 'in which 180
technicians were confronted in aJhostile manner by_ their field supervis' ors due
to differing opinions concerning the interpretations of procedures. He said-
he believes these technicians may have been assigned to undesirable work- .i
locations or "high radiation" areas for complaining about deficient or inade-

'

quate' procedures. MclNTYRE advised that at_ times actions and-mannerisms of. 1

first and second line superyisors (field and production supervisors) may
_

appear to be harassing,' intimidating, and threatening-and some bargaining unit
employees could _ perceive a " chilling,effect" at the TPNS facility 1 because of - !

this behavior, in conclusion', HelliTYRE advised he was_ unable to. cite specific- l
incidents in which employees had; suffered adverse employment circumstances or ;

other discrimination for reporting concerns and complaints but steadfastly. I

maintained he believes some- individuals may have been assigned to undesirable
work locations for: complaining about ambiguous and deficient work. procedures, i

?

L AZENBY advised unequivocally thatih' has never hesitated to report or discusse

nuclear safety-related concerns, including 1&C work procedure' deficiencies, I

with his managers and supervisors in the l&C- Department-(Exhibit- 23). He
related ~ that, in his opinion, because he has- previous U.S. Navy nuclear-
experience, he has_ received preferentia_1 ' treatment and fav.orable assignments
frcm his !&C manager. He did relate > that, in his opinion, someJ I&C supervisors'

are not ideally suited for this position nor -are they ' qualified to supervise-
because they lack the maturity, ability,-and experience for directing the
daily activities of the technicians.

LAZENBY . reiterated that he is personally unaware of any di.scriminatory treat-
rrent or harassment of tect licians by supervisors for discussing nuclear safety-
issues. He said 18C work procedures "are a-rcess," clarifying that they are

S of ten proven to be incorrect, inadequate,_ and deficient _which resuit'in
k confusion, irritation, loss of production,' and-unnecessary work activities.
] Fe roted that some technicians who complain _ vociferously about these procedure
/ croblems may appear;to be' assigned to undesirable work locations.- but said he-

is personally uraware that any individuals at the TPNS facility have suffered
adversely for discussing nuclear safety concerns.

BOYLE, serving as a job steward at the time:of his initial interview, remarked
he is also unaware of any nuclear safety-related concerns in the department
which have not been referred to a manager orisupervisor for resolution- 1

(Exhibit 24). He also stated he has "_never -felt _ any fear of any_ reprisals
'

whatsoever" for reporting any nuclear safety-related concern to management but
added that during his probationary period _ (first 6' months) he may have been
reluctant to pursue them to ensure corrections or " feedback." He related that
the " turbulence" at the TPNS facility."as a result of the~ allegations brought
forth by Tom SAPORIT0" has created "a much more: friendly environment to. work
in if you have concerns" and " management in the I&C. Department tends to be
more respot.sive now than they have ever been in the past." JHe-noted that
previous " pressure" from 1&C field supervisors 3 0 complete assignments in
spite of " restrictive" procedurm has, for the most part, disappeared and
currently doe. r-t exist.

BOYLE said that, in his opinion, he has previously experienced on the back or
peak shif ts, harassment and intimidation from supervisors in= the form of
undesirable job assigrents, but inferred these_ actions resulted from
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complaints regarding procedures rather than from reporting the existence of a
nuclear safety-related problem. He related further that, in his opinion, the
level of openness, trust, and sensitivity between technicians and their field
supervisors has improved greatly since he began his employment but agreed
there is still a need for improvernent. BOYLE concluded that although he is
unaware of an instance in which licensee management retaliated against I&C
technicians for reporting nuclear safety concerns, their failure to provide
" feedback" to the technicians may have created an environment of apathy which
contributes to a reluctance to express cotential safety issues.

BENNETT stated he has never had difficulty resolving nuclear safety-related
issues with I&C ranagement and said he has not been harassed or intimidated
for reporting any type of sa fety-related concerns (Exhibit 25). He did report
that probationary employees (less than 6 months of service) are sometimes
hesitant to complain regarding any issue because they "can be terminated at
the slightest prcsecation." He explained that for the sake of remaining "okay
with the company" during the probationary period, employees will seldom "make
any waves" but indicated he is unaware of any technician who would refrain
from reporting a nuclear safety concern or issue.

BENNETT stated although he has never feared reprisals or retaliation from
management for reporting nuclear safety-related issues, he said SAP 0RITO told
him on several occasions he (SAPORITO) was the target of licensee management
retaliation for voicing nuclear safety concerns and " calling in outside
agencies." He related that some I&C employees are essentially divided in
their reactions and beliefs regarding SAPORITO's dismissal, while others have
expressed no epinion concerning this matter. BENNETT further indicated that
most all l&C tectlicians have, at one time or another, complained to their
supervisor regarding an inadequate or deficient work procedure and this of ten
agitates these irdividuals because it delays the completion of work assign-
rents. He concluded by reiterating that although morale is icw and favoritism
does exist which causes employee unrest and dissatisfaction, he has never been
harassed or inticideted for reporting nuclear safety cercerns. He stated
emphatically he is not aware of anyone who is fearful of retaliation or
reprisals from licensee management if they report these concerns.

ROBEPTS, currently an l&C field supervisor, related he has never at any time
experienced harassrant or intimidation as an employee at the TPNS facility,
and said he hos rever been hesitant or afraid to report or discuss nuclear
safety concerns (Exhibit 26). He advised it is rumored at the TPNS facility
that SAPORITO's tennination may have been an act of harassment and discrimina-
tion by his supervisors for raising safety concerns but said he has no evidence
to support this position. ROBERTS next commented regarding his participation
in the DOL hearing as a witness for SAPORITO and expressed disdain with the
style and mannerisms of the licensee attorney but said he did not regard the
conduct of this individual as harassment and intimidation of the witnesses.
He concluded he is not aware of any technician who has been punished or
discriminated agairst for reporting nuclear safety concerns, and categorically
maintained he does not believe a " chilling effect" condition exists at the
TPNS facility.

COLSION related, in his opinion, the 18C work procedures ".re routinely
screwed up" and efforts to complete assignments utilizing these deficient and
inadequate documents have previously resulted in frustration and anger for
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both the technician and the supervisor .(Exhibit 27). He reported that occasion-
ally his attempts'to follow a deficient, inadequate, or incomplete procedure,
as it is written, has delayed work and his complaints may have been the reason
he was assigned to undesirable locations in the plant. CX STON adamantly
denied any personal knowledge of management or supervisory retaliation. for
discussing nuclear safety concerns and categorically stated he has never been
reluctant to report these issues to any level of supervision. He did advise >

that, in his opinion, SAPORITO was treated unfairly by TPNS Maintenance
|

|
Department of ficials before his dismissal but he did not regird' the apparent
mistreatment as a reprisal or retaliation for reporting nuc' ear safety-related -
concerns. ;

! PHIPPS stated he has voluntarily elected to work the I&C Department night
shif t for approximately 8 years and noted he freamntly performs his assigned

I duties without the benefit of a direct supervisor (Exhibit 28). Fe described,

his participation in an event during November 1988-involving a nuclear safety-
|

related componeet Wiesel generator) which- resulted in him receiving derogatory
comments and riri,:ule from supervisors because he attempted to perfonn the
assignment precisely -according to the work procedure. He recalled that
previous couplaints regarding deficient or inadeouate work procedures involving
nuclear safety components may have resulted in him receiving unfavorable work
assignments or eliminated him from promotion considerations.

PHIPPS noted that although supervisors, in his opinion, do not. appear to
intentionally harass and intimidate technicians, frecuent procedure complaints
from a technician causes them to " turn a deaf ear"-and label the complainant

.

as a " black sheep" and "not a team player." He indicated during lengthyI
testimony that I&C Department canagement at all levels frequently fail to
provide complainants with adeovate -feedback regarding any type of concern they
report, a situation which gives the impression managers are either ignoring

_

the concern or doubt the credibility of the technician. He advised that
because of the apparent attitude of supervisors towards technicians who voice
concerns, some individuals may be reluctant to have conversations with !&C-
management personnel. Notwithstanding criticisms expressed by PH!PPS, he
strongly indicated be is unaware of any technician who would fail to report a
nuclear safety-related incident.

DINAN advised that, in his opinion, he has experienced supervisory pressure to
complete work assignments which he perceives as a fonn of harassment and
intimidation for expressing ccocerns to management and for pursuing unresolved

| issues (Exhibit 29). He also noted that technicians who complain to supervisors-
about an inadequate or deficient work procedure or an unsafe working condition
(industrial safety) are usually, in his opinion, labelled as malcontents or
disgruntled individuals and they-may receive a disproportionate share of. the
undesirable job assignments. He indicated also that probationary technicians,
may also have been particularly vulnerable to-undesirable assignments because
if they complained to supervisors about procedures, concerns, or issues their,

.

employment status could have been in jeopardy.|

O! NAN summarized that the l&C work procedures, becaun they are inadequate,
| deficient", and at times counter-productive, have created an adversarial

environn;ent between the 180 technicians and their supervisors, resulting in
confusion, job delays, pressure to corrplete assignments, and alienation of
personalities. He related that I&C upervision insists only upon "getting the
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job done," whereas the technicians have to cceply literally)with work proce.dures which, if observed to the letter (verbatim compliance , sometimes cause
lengthy delays in completing assignments. He reiterated his observations'

regarding the cause of disputes between technicians and supervisors and
advised that as long es deficient !&C work procedures exist, the disharmony
will remain.

OlNAN advised that, although he has never known an I&C technician to be
dismissed by the licensee for reporting or discussing nuclear safety concerns,
he is of the opinion SAPORITO's termination resulted from discussing iss.es
with NRC representatives. He noted that other 1&C technicians, includino
MATHIS and McCARTHY, also may have experienced unfair or discriminatory
treatment such as undesirable job assignments and not being considered for
promotions as a result of their complaints regarding deficient and inadequate
I&C work procedures. DINAN concluded his testimony by discussing participe-
tion in the 00L hearing involving SAPORITO and he reiterated his belief that
certain 180 technicians, because of an unusual circumstance, may have been
treated with less respect than their more favored peers.

HALL, a safety committeeman on the joint Union-Management Plant Safety
Committee, related he has had no difficulty relating or reporting any type of
safety concern to supervision (Exhibit 30). He notcd, hcwever, that he has
observed technicians and supervisors arguing about work activities and
processes which should have been addressed in the procedure for accomplishing
a particular assignment. He advised he is aware that the !&C Department has

"a lot of problems because of their low seniority" for field supervisors which
of ten means that supervisory positions are filled with individuals who have
less knewledge about the plant than the technicians who are performing the
assigned maintenance and calibration activities.

Hall recalled that, as a safety ccmmitteeman, he initially reviewed SAPORIT0's
safety concerns regarding plant clearance procedures and found the !&C Depart-
m(nt personnel were inadvertently not complying with clearance requirements.
He related essentially that although SAPORITO had some valid concerns about
the observance of work procedures in the l&C Department, 1:P f T . V . r,m''. '
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Hall advised that, in his opinion, some technician:; in his MM Departrent may'

be reluctant to discuss problems with a supervisor but he clarified that he is
unaware of any co-worker who would fail to report nuclear safety-related
conc 9 rr.s , He denied any knowledge that a " chilling effect" condition prevailed
at the TPNS facility, and concluded be knew of no one who had been harassed or
threatened in any manner for reporting nuclear safety concerns.'

,

PIOUE denied he has ever been discouraged or prohibited by I&C managers from
reporting or discussing nuclear safety concerns and said be seriously doubts
that other technicians have been harassed or intimidated for discussing bona
fide issues "concerning the safety of the plant" (Exhibit 31). He stated it is<

possible that some I&C technicians may have experienced adverse and/or harsh
,
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reac tions f rcet a field supervisor for blaming work suspersions and delays on
an inadequate or deficient 16C work procedure. He also noted that certain
" lazy" and contresersial technicians, those who complain ateut procedure
deficierci25 'to avoid doing work," ray be assigned to the least desirable
icbs in the plant but reiterated they hase never teen penalized, hara,sj or

,d |'e no pl3nt safety is e j j FF

m@jovfMMBeadd&g?;Ti.gM
int f rid,3 ted for i
d@,"M,[3t#
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He concpuded he is una are of any nuclear safety ccncerns that
hase'n een reported or discussed by technicians because of a fear of
retaliation from licensee supervisors and managers,

A5C;0M, in respcnse to cuestions regarding the alleged reluctance of IAC
technicians to report or discuss nuclear sa fety-related ccrcerns ith su;er.

ra are of any such circestercesv isors and maragers, stated he is perscrally u
ce conditions at the TPNS #acility (Eihibit 32). He readily ackrededged that
'r the recent past, there base been ru~erous ;rct'e s and ccotresersies

if C c rk procedures. We,civirg ircersistert, inadequa+e, and deficient i

ti es it tas beer -e3rly ir;cssible ard often extreelyclarified th3t at r

time.ccesurino to per'em an assi rrer t in a ",ert atim cc pli3rce" acrer9

anile trying to cyplete it within the ti e e spec ta ticrs cf a field su;erw iscr,
He inferred that as a result of the frostraticrs with precedu es by ther

techniciars, supervisors tec;re agitated and ";ush" for the ccrpietion cf wcri
ass 1creents ard the associated PWO docu~entation. He also related that !$C
field superviscrs are young ard inet;erierced, they lack "pecple" skills 3rd
most are aspiring for a higher marage ent ;csition cr sc e type of reccgniticn,

ASC;CM reiterated that he has reser hesitated to re;crt er discusc ruclear or
other safety-rel3ted issues ith !&C rar3gers and Jen he h3s dcre so, all of
his ccncerns nere ;rnerly 3ddressed. Fe did rel3 te '"at durirg t*e crcra-

ticr3ry eTplegent period, technicians are c3uticus rct tc ccrplair tec3use c.f
their prec3ricus situatien but said he is u ]w3re of a sirgle instacce inr

hich &C technic ans feared their em 'ofrent 3s in ;e:c3rdy i' trey rep;rtedi

( nuclear sa fety-rel3 ted issues to their car 3gers ,
| ASCPCM, in resporse to cuestions regarding erricyee harassant, 3dvised t*3t|

3.e hoen the cbjec t of discrimira tory acticrs bv "A; LEY since it$ApCEl TO may F

was obvious tnt they had enflictinc cersonal .

j[[[ PCM cla fied that$ L- m

HA; LEY's actions were unrelateo to SAPN : TO re?crting nuclear safety cercerrs,
and he said be has rever kncan a so;ersiser to penalice cr discririrate
against SAPOP!TO or any cther technician for identifyf eg cr discussirg ruc! ear
safety matters.

LINDED expressed his opinions and reported cbservaticrs regarding alleged
,

harassrent of technicians and the all7ged " chilling ef fect" ancng technicians1 '

at the TPNS facility (Exhibit 33). He too noted tha t proba ticcary e*plcyees
may have dif ficulty corrunicating ccccerrs to supervision because they are
conscicus of protectit, the i r emploj"en t s ta tu s . He denied that he has
excerienced any retaliatory actions by supervisors for voicirg any concerns
and stated he did not perceise a " chilling ef fect" amorg the ISC techriciars
*ith whom he worked.
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KIRBY reported his duties and responsibilities as an !&C field supervisor at
the TPNS facility (Exhibit 34). He advised that, as a supervisor, he
encourages his technicians to openly discuss any problems they may encounter
and said he is unaware of any intimidation or harasscent of !&C personnel or
reprisals against these individuals for reporting nuclear safety concerns.
KIRBY stated that, in his opinion, all employees are af forded equal treatment
by supervisors and said he does not believe any technician has ever been
discouraged from identifying or discussing nuclear safety-related issues.

GARNER related he has "no first hand knowledge" that any I&C technician nas
been harassed or maligned for reporting or discussing nuclear safety concerns
(Exhibit 35). He advised that apparently some members of the !&C staff at the
TPNS facility may believe that supervisors would retaliate if technicians
discussed safety concerns; however, he reiterated he has never perceived a
" chilling ef fect' condition and is unaware of anyone who has suf fered any
reprisals for reporting or discussing these issues.

DILLON, in relating his professional background, work experience, and employ-
nent history with the licensee, was responsive to questions regarding the
purpose of the investigation (Exhibit 36). Essentially, he concurred that, in

' his opinion, sore favoritism is extended to technicians with V,5 Navy nuclear
experience but he categorically stated he is unaware of harassment or intimi-
dation involving any bargaining unit personnel. He concluded he knows of no
instances of retaliation or reprisals from managers involving technicians who
reported or discussed nuclear sa fety-related concerns and issues.

BALCERZAK candidly advised, in response to questions regarding the purpose of
the investigation, that he too is unaware of harassment or intimidation of !&C
technicians for reporting nuclear safety concerns (Exhibit 37). Further, he
concluded that, in his opinion, there is no reluctance by any employee to
report or discuss these concerns with 1&C supervisors at the TPNS facility.

BRANCH emphatically stated that he has never been harassed or intimidated and
said he has never feared reprisals from supervisors for discussing or reporting
nuclear safety-related concerns (Exhibit 38). He also advised he does not
perceive a " chilling ef fect" condition in the !&C shop and said he is unaware
of any technician who has been punished or disciplined for reporting safety
issues.

COLLOP was queried extensively regarding the alleged ' chilling ef fect" at the
TPNS facility and harassment of technicians for reporting safety concerns
(Exhibit 39). He categorically denied any knowledge of or discussions with
his co-workers regarding this topic and said emphatically that technicians are
encouraged to report safety concerns and to have candid discussions with
supervisors.

YOUNG related he has never personally experienced harassmant or intimidetion
from supervisors but noted some maintenance technicians have had difficulty
with the " profane and embarrassing management style" of some supervisors
(Exhibit 40). He reported no evidence of a " chilling effect" at the TPNS
facility and advised he is nnt reluctant to report or discuss nuclear safety-

|
related issues with his superiors.

.
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SINGLETON advised that he did not fear retaliation for reporting nuclear
safety-related concerns and said he has never experienced harassment and
intimidation from any supervisor (Exhibit 41). He did relate that, in his

opinion, TPNS management could improve comunications with department employees
and display a higher commitment to the personal or industrial safety _ of the
employees.

RAHN, a fon-er licensee employee who was telephenically contacted for a
personal -interview appointment, was cueried brisfly to determine.his knowledge
of the harassment and chilling effect allegatians by SAPORITO (Exhibit 42).
He acknowledged he had voluntarily terminateo his employment with the licensee
in December 1988 and said .this decision in no way reflected adversely upon FPL
or the TPNS facility. He categorically denied any knowledge of or information
concerning improprieties relating to nuclear safety-related ~ maintenance
records, intentional violations of- procedures by technicions or supervisors,
or harassment and intimidation of licensee personnel by licensee management
for reporting or discussing nuclear health and safety concerns.

KIRKSEY related in essence he has no inhibition or reluctance to report
nuclear safety-related matters with his supervisors. Further, he too claimed
no knowledge of a " chilling ef fect" condition of the TPNS facility (Exhibit 43),

-WAPNER concurred with KIRKSEY regarding the alleged harassment of technicians
and " chilling effect" at the TFNS facility (Exhibit 44). Interviewees GONZALEZ,
MORALES, DAYTON, SCHOTT, DAMON, ARNOLD, WILSON, COX, YOUNGMAN, DARR, and
PORT 0RREAL all advised they have not personally experienced harassment or
intimidation nor.are they aware of-such actions. Further, they stated they
are not aware of any licensee employee who is reluctant or-afraid to discuss
nuclear safety-related problems or . issues with a supervisor (Exhibit 45),

BLADOW, represented during the interview by Brian J. -STACK, Attorney with the._

licensee's general counsel, discussed the TPNS facility corrective action and
ouality concerns programs inolving the review and resolution of nuclear
safety- and ouality assurance-related issues and complaints reported by TPNS
employees (Exhibit 46). He related his role in this process and noted that

his functions and responsibilities as .the site OA superintendent are indepen-
dent of TPNS management influence and interference,

BLADOW reported his initial participation in and investigation of the first
allegation by SAPORITO to the DOL (October 1988) that he was harassed for

_

engaging in protected activity at the.TPNS' facility. He discussed his~
knowledge of the STIER, ANDERSON, and MALONE investigation -and advised that
the ' primary thrust of -their ef forts was to identify and document allegations-

by SAPORITO that' licensee employees.were beira harassed and intimidated by
management officials for reporting safety _ concerns, BLADOW stated unecuivo-
cal _ly he is not aware of any incidents in which technicians or other employees

.have been harassed for reporting nuclear safety concerns. He adamantly*

advised that no employees have expressed a fear of retaliation from supervisors
for discussing these -issues and said TPNS personnel are " encouraged to voice

- concerns" to-all levels of supervision.
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Investigation Regarding Alleged Falsificati_on/ Destruction of,TPNS Safety-
Melated Documents

)
The initial concerns of SAPORITO reported in his December 5, 1988, correspon- ;

dence to Rll of ficials identified two separate instances of alleged alteration |

or falsification of plant maintenance documentation (PW0s) at the TPNS
facility, in subsequent separate letters or 10 CFR % 2.206 petitions to the i

NRC dated January 13, 1989, January 30,1989. March 1,1989, March 2,1989,
March 3,1989, and March 7,1989, SAPORITO also alleged TPNS maintenance
records improprieties involving facility technicians and/or supervisors. This
section of the ROI reflects the investigative activities to review and resolve
all of the alleged incidents of alteration / falsification / destruction of TPNS
maintenance records which are surmarized in Allegation Summary items 2, 3, 4,
and 5.

Further SAPORIT0, in other direct contacts with the reporting investigator,
alleged two falsification incidents involving maintenance records (PW0s) at
the TFNs f acility which were already being reviewed and investigated by the
independent law fim of STIER, ANDEPSON, and MALONE. A description and
explanation of these two incidents and the results of the activities of the
law firm concerning their review of these events will be reported in a sub-
sequent section of the R01.

Review of PWO Cocuments

Pased upon the descriptions of and infomation concerning the alleged mainte-
nance reco"ds improprieties, pertinent 1988 PWO docurents were identified and
copies were. obtained from the TPNS document control system. PWO Numbers 6'.88,

6189, 6734, 6775, 6776, 7425, 7674, 7809, 8018, 8041, 8042, 8063, 8143, 8421,
8811, and 8821 ard associated records were retrieved and reviewed during this
phase of the irvestigation. These " work packages" were reviewed with the
assistance of site QA Superintendent BlaDOW and 1&C Support Supervisor
( Auditor) K0VAPIK for accuracy and completeness and to identify any apparent
discrepancies, deficiencies, alterations or false entries contained therein.
This review and analysis of the copied PW0s and attached documents which are
apparently relesant to SAPORITO's allegations disclosed no evidence of discrep.
ancies, alterations, or improper entries and they appeared to contain all of
the infomation and data customarily recorded in PWO documents. In view of
the voluminous cuantity of paperwork contained in a ccepleted " work package "
copies of the PWO documentation reviewed during the investigation are being
retained in the 01 case file.

Interview with Jerry George _ KOVARlk

KOVARIK, a graduate engineer at the TPNS facility and currently serving as a
support supervisor with the I&C Department, advised he is " fully aware of hcw
packages [ work) are originated, planned, and assembled for the supervisor and
the joeneymen* to accomplish a particular assignment (Exhibit 47). He

advised that he is presently responsible for auditing the PWO packages to
ensure "the activities documented therein are in fact... performed as indicated
and the work has been completed." He explained he has reviewed the PWO work
packages in the same precise and meticulous manner in which a Quality Control
(QC) auditor would perform his duties.
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K0VARIK, throughout the course of his interview, discussed the PWO work
packages, including "0C required" (nuclear safety-related) and '0C not
required" (not nuclear sa fety-related) assignments in which SAPORITO alleged
alterations, destruction, and/or falsifications had occurred. He steadfastly
maintained, in essence, that all of the PW0s and associated documents presented
for his review appeared to be accurate and complete and that, in his opinion,
all applicable processes and procedures were observed while work was being
perfomed and documented, r0VARIK noted individual and/or distinctive charac-
teristics and differing styles of the technicians performing the work and
completing the documents associated with the PWO but added emphatically that
all such activities appear to be complete and within the limits and require-
ments of the work procedures and PWO instructions. He acknowledged that it is
possible for an individual who is not fully aware of a particular assignment
which has peculiar or unusal ramifications *o interpret the actions or activi-
ties of individuals involved in the assir . .t as improper or as a violation of

i

the procedure.

K0VARIK noted an administrative error (incorrect procedure number listed) on
one PWO but clarified that this related to the circumstances which permit field
supervisors to elinti nate the "irdependent verification" (IV) step cn the PWO.

INVEST! GATOR'S NOTE: SAPORITO frequently reported that field supervisors
routinely eliminated a PWO instruction item (procedure step), thus invali-
dating the entire procedure, which apparently was his basis (cr alleging
al tered/ f alsi fied documenta tion. K0VARIK explained the permissible
circumstances for the elimination of an IV item by the field supervisor
and related this activity did not invalidate the work process.

He advised that even though the IV step was eliminated in this instance by the
field supervisor, the procedure was properly observed, documentation appears
accurate, and the work was accomplished according to the requirements for the
a s s i g nr;e n t . He again reiterated that it is possible a technician who is not
familice with this administrative process (eliminating IV) and the particular
assignment involved could interoret the verbal authorization from a field
supervisor to eliminate this step as a deliberate work procedure violation.
KOVARIK concluded that, notwithstanding, some administrative type errors noted
in the PW0s he reviewed, there is no evidence to suggest any improper record-
keeping, docurentation, or work per fomance practices involving any of the
assignments.

Additional Interviews with TENS Personr,ele

During this phase of the investigati;n to resolve alleged incidents in which
PW0s were intentionally altered, falsified, and/or destroyed by !&C Cepartment
technicians and/or supervisors, TTNS personnel, who according to SAPORITO
either participated in or had 'eme knowledge of these activities, were inter-
viewed. The individuals listed in this section of the report, with titles
noted, were interviewed regarding these alleged improprieties and erployees
identified with the pound sign (#) were accompanied during their interview by
IBEW Local Number 359 job stewards employed at the TPNS facility.

!&C Technician1 # Godfrey D. At.EXANDER -

2. Jef frey J. HANLEY !aC Technician-
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l-,

forrier !&C Technician and current3. i Steven R. Al'.AN -

Operator License Trainee
.

4. # Leonardo (nl CAPERA 18C Technician-

1&C Technician5. # William P. JONES -

TR Senior Plant Technician6. Loretha (n) PATHIS -

7. f Coleman R. MCDONALD I&C Technician-

IAC Technician8. a Kyle E. ROBERTS -

1&C Field Sepervisor9. Steven G. VERHOEVEN -

1&C Field Supervisor10. Bruce K. KORAN -

former !&C Production Supervisor
l'. Gerard F. HARLEY -

ALE.YANDER, who allegedly violated a work procedure t, oroperly completing
reesired documentation, was interviewed under oath at: <ecalled the details of
an October 1988 incident which involved a temporary system aiteration (TSA)
p"ocedure document (Exhibit 48). He advised that due to the length of the
carticular assignment involving the pressurizer POPY valve, he inadvertently
failed to complete the TSA prior to leaving the plant site at the end of the
work day. He stated he was notified at home by his Field Supervisor,
VERH0EVEN, that the I&C Department (evening shif t) planned to accomplish this
task by beginning with a new TSA document. Fe reported that the only partici-

pation in this particular project by HARLEY was when he (HARLEY) assigned the
job to VERHOEVEN for completion. He said he was not involved with this matter
again until approximately 2 months later when co worker MCDONALD informed him
SAPORITO had become interested in the circumstances i'.volving the completion of
the TSA document.

ALEXANDER reviewed the two PWO " work packcses" and noted they represented the
pressurizer PORV task to which he had been assigned. In reviewing these
documents, he related he perfomed the portion of the work he had accomplished
according to the written procedure and said with the exception of signing the
TSA, he documented it in a timely manner. He categorically denied any delib-
erate, intentional procedure violation and adarantly stated he did not alter,
falsify, or destroy any records associated with this or any other !&C Depart-
ment work assignment.

ALEXANDER related be vaguely recalled a conversation that occurred in the I&C
shop in October 1988 during which HARLEY informed attendees that he would;

discipline anyone for altering records. He said HARLEY's remark regarding
l discipline resulted from a statement by SAPORITO about false records. He

advised.he did not know SAPORITO's motive for pursuing the pressurizer PORV
issue since in his--(ALEXANDER's) opinion, th re no imoropriet 'tted~-

by technician involved with this matter.

|
He concluded that he has never been asked,

directed, or coerced by a su ervisor to violate procedures or avoid complying
with work requirements for the sake of accceplishing or completing a particular|

assignment.

HANLEY who-reportedly witnessed a diesel " test run" procedure violation in the
TPNS Operations Department was interviewed under oath regarding this matter
(Exhibit 49). He related his employment experiences and assignments as both
an Operations and I&C Department employee and acknowledged he worked with
SAPORITO while serving his I&C apprenticeship. HANLEY was queried extensively
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concerning the statement allegedly made in the presence of SAPPR:70 that he
(HANLEY) had witnessed a diesel " test run" procedure violation in June or July
1988. He repeatedly and categorically denied that he had witnessed such an
act or knew of a diesel * test run' procedure violation. He further denied he
had infonned SAPORITO that such a deliberate violation had occurred.

HANLEY reviewed PW0s to which he was assigned and he was questioned further
regarding.the allegation by SAPORITO that OC-related maintenance (l&C) records
had been falsified and/or improperly maintained by technicians and thet work
procedures were violated by these individuals with supervisory consent. 'e

candidly advised be was not aware of a single incident in which PWO wor-
package records were deliberately and -intentionally falsified or that work
procedures were circumvented or eliminated. He recalled that SAPOR!TO fre-
quently complained to field supervisors and, at times, became confrontational
with them regarding procedures which he (SAPORITO) believed were incorrect, '

inadequate, or deficient in some manner. He advised he has never known any
field supervisor to direct or coerce technicians to maliciously violate or
avoid compliance with an I&C work proceoure. He said that he is unaware of
any record or procedure impropriety during his entire employment at the TPNS
facility.

ALLAN, who allegedly failed to adequately document a work procedure which was
subsecuently destrcyed by Field Supervisor KORAN and replaced by a second
copy, was intersiewed under oath concerning this matter (Exhibit 50). He |

related previous esperiences as an 1&C technician and said he recalls generally !

some concerns and allegations reported by SAPORITO when he was employed at the L

TPNS facility. ALLAN too, reviewed OC and non-0C related PW0s which reflect -|

his work accomplishments and be discussed his participation in and documenta- '

tion of these activities. He acknowledged that he was inv'olved in performing
work on one particular assignment which was eventually completed by another
technician. He recalled that his Journeyman Work Report (JWR) attached to the
PWO for the assigr ent reflects the portion of the work he perfonted but the
initial copy of the work procedure in the work package was apparently discarded.
He .noted that for the sake of " simplicity" (eliminating unnecessary paperwork)
the technician who ccmpleted the task completed another copy of the work
procedure and placed it in the work package for retention. ALLAN related this
method of documenting _ work is customary and said it does not indicate or
suggest improper recordkeeping or documentation practices or a devious destruc-
tion of records. Fe categorically denied that he has ever intentionally
f alsified recordt or destroyed work package documents to conceal a procedure
violation.
ALLAN next responded to cuestions relating to the allegation that TPNS field
supervisors in the'18C Department verbally instrected_ technicians to violate
work procedures.. He adamantly denied he has ever been directed, influenced,
or coerced by a supervisor to deviously eliminate or maliciously avoid compli-
ance with-any recuired procedure or portion thereof. He concluded by stating
-he "did not know of any journeyman, or supervisor for_ that matter, who has
ever signed for anything unless they were absolutely sure" the-assigned work
was properly performed.

CAPERA who along with a- second technician, allegedly violated a procedure with
supervisory concurrence by eliminating an item (s) in the PWO documentation was
interviewed under oath regarding this incident (Exhibit 51). He reviewed-a-
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copy of a PWO and associated documents which reflect his participation in an
I&C calibration assignment and he was queried extensively regarding the alleged
procedure violations while accomplishing this task. CAPERA noted unequivocally
that the assignment was perfonned completely in accordance with the instructions
and governing procedures attached to the work package and that no items, steps,
or pages were eliminated or avoided by him or other technicians during the
entire process. He said he did not recall any conversations with SAPORITO
concerning this PWO and he also denied that any of his field supervisors,
including WILLIS, VERH0EYEN, and KORAN have ever directed, coerced, or influ-
enced him to violate, circumvent, or partially comply with procedures to
prepare false or inaccurate documentation, to destroy, or to discard work
package documents.

CAPEPA was questioned further regarding an alleged conversation between Field
Supervisor WILLIS and SAPORITO during which he (CAPERA) reportedly witnessed
SAPORITO accuse WILLis of violating the recuirements in a nuclear safety-
related work procedure. He again responded candidly and unequivocally that he
did not recall such a conversation or any other discussion by SAP 0RITO or
others regarding !&C work procedure violations. He described and discussed the
prescribed, authorized method of changing the requirements of a written work
procedure through use of the OTSC provision but related this prccess reovires
specific documentation activities to implement, He acknowledged that it is
possible for an individual to perceive that a procedure is being violated or
circumvented if that person is not aware an OTSC has been initiated. He also
noted that in instances when data is transferred f rom a contaminated sign-of f
page of a procedure to a clean page, the contaminated document is discarded as
" rad waste" which could give the impression of unauthorized destruction of
records. He concluded that he is not aware of any improprieties regarding the
perforrance of work by I&C technicians, the documentation associated with work
assignments, or the retention of documents which report the work activities.

JONES who reportedly witnessed discussions and heated confrontations between
l&C technicians and their field supervisors regarding inadequate or deficient
work procedures confinred that these incidents did occur during 1988
(Exhibit 52). He noted these disputes related to the then TPNS maintenance
concept of " verbatim compliance" with procedures which were not always practi-
cal or pcssible due to the particular circumstances of an l&C calibration or
repair assignment. JONES also reviewed PW0s that allegedly contained false
infonration and advised, in his opinion, these documents revealed no evidence
of deficiencies or discrepancies. He recalled tha t SAPORIT0, while employed
at the TPNS facility, was "an outspoken critic of the I&C supervisors" because
he doubted the legitimacy of their authority to deviate fron printed directions
and instructions contained in the PWO document. JONES concluded he is unaware
of any improprieties involving the I&C work process or its documentation at
the TPNS facility.

MATHIS and He00NALD who were supposedly present during a discussion between
!&C Technicians SAPORITO and HANLEY and l&C Field Supervisor WILLIS regarding
the elimination of items or steps in an !&C work procedure were interviewed
separately concerning the purpose of this portion of the investigation
(Exhibit 53). MATHIS, in essence, recalled SAPORITO and HANLEY engaged in a
conversation with WILLIS "about the fall of 1988" regarding the circumstances
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under which a field supervisor could authorize a change in the work procedure.
She advised, in essence, that SAPORITO had adamantly maintained _any departure
(emphasis added) from " verbatim compliance" involving a written procedure was
an illegal and willful violation which then resulted in the falsification of
the work package.

McDONALO, in essence, agreed with MATHIS regarding the aforementioned discussion
involvir'g SAPORITO and WILLIS, as well as other technicians and supervisors,
and both interviewees acknowledged that intense turmoil, tension, and conflicts
between most 1&C technicians and their field supervisors regarding the " verbatim
compliance" issue was prevalent during 1988. Additionally, these interviewees
vouched for the integrity of WILLIS and other supervisors and steadfastly
raintair,ed they hase never been instructed or directed to disregard procedures
for any reason.

PCBERTS, who allegedly witnessed records improprieties and procedure violations,
related his employment experiences and peer contacts with SAPORITO as a
co worker during 1988 at the TPNS facility (Exhibit 54).

15vEsilGATOR'S NOTE: ROBERTS was also subpoenaed by SAPORITO's attorney
en behalf of SAPORITO at his 00L hearing in Miami, FL, during January and
February 1989.

He recalled numerous general complaints f rom SAPORITO regarding inadequate
procedures or the inability to perform an assignment because he (SAP 0RITO)
believed the work descriptions or instructions in the PWO were deficient or
incorrect. ROBERTS, in essence, said he agreed with SAPORITO regarding the
status and condition of some 1&C work procedures and noted that SAPORITO and
field supervisors frequently had direct confrontations concerning different
interpretatiens of a particular procedure. ROBERTS continued to respond to
Questiens regarding the allegation that supervisors directed technicians to
willfully violate procedures and he stated very candidly he did not beliese
"any supervisor would ever tell anybody to directly violate a procedure." He
concluded he was not aware of any 1&C work assignment during which deliberate
procedure violations had occurred and said he kr.ew of no incidents in which I&C
work package records were maliciously destrcyed, altered, or falsified by a
technician.

VERh0EVEN, a field supervisor who allegedly directed or concurred with pro-
cedure violations and alteration /f alsification of records, reviewed PW0s and,

responded to questions regarding this issue (Exhibit 55). He discussed the
work package docurentation process and his activities as they relate to a
specific !&C assignment involving technician ALEXANDER and noted he (ALEXANDER)
had unintentionally neglected to verify (sign) a work action. VERHOEVEN

advised that another technician had verified and signed the work action in
this particular instance but said he (VERHOEVEN) did not view this as a
deceitful or devious act. He discussed procedure compliance by I&C personnel
and related that directions from supervisors to technicians regarding the
elimination of a portion of the work instructions in a work package is author-
ized under the proper conditions, by separate instructions. He stated
emphatically he has never directed, influenced, or coerced technicians to
maliciously and deliberately violate procedures or to misrepresent their
accomplishments in written documentation.
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600AN, who according to SAP RITO f alsified/ destroyed work rackage dccurents
and inserted new copies in the place of those discarded, characterized
SAPCPITO's work habits and work ethics as an IAC technician (Exhibit 56). He

ackncwledggperscnality clashesgh SAP PITO .and, in essence, indicated be(SAPOPl!0; iTTfgMDM e 'epeatedly f ailed to rece nize the

b Y h b bbl $$ W}%{"Q''M}@fY YY
authority a d res Ens Tility of ield Sut;ersiscrs. W.e

ff!j*: ftWMjW W2 ?!
,

CRAN respended to ex tensive Cuestions corcerning the authority of the field
supervisor relating to !&C werk procedure compliance and tFe dccc entation
process and he rev ieaed specific PW0s ard .ork paciage fcr-s en which his ra e
appea rs as the field superviscr. He explaired his role as the supersisor with

these .crk assi;rrents ard said in these irstances rere C AP0;1TO was the
3ssi; red techrician, he (5 ?00!T0) repeatedly etfected to ard "tcok eicepticn
to" serf 31 directicns and irstru as the fielg cutervisor. He

Mgh@MfSM6slESUMdhg,c,4icrs frc' him6M8$@bi@fM6NafE8dffE2K$M3c3in reiteratec trat SAU;!
," challerged[fieldsu;ersiscr's auttcrity

to ~3ke inter;reta tiers ard "aie field decisicns on nearl y e.ery job.
*

,CFAN, a f ter re,ic ing s;ecific PWO doceertaticr, was c eried e ttensi.ely
regardir; allegaticns of !&C recceds ir;recrieties, including f alsification
and/or destruction of ILC work package dccsN nts. He cardidiy and urecuisc-
cally res; ceded to all c;es ticns ccncerning tre allejed ig rcer3? ties ard

inada antly deried tha t te F3d 'alsified or destrc ed records cr had acted
any rarner which was ccrirary to !&C prxehre recaire ents. He c;nceded trat

the recerjiee;ing sys ters reed ir;rc .e ent bu t 53id, in essence, he is ret
aware of any llful, de11 tera te acts to ccrceal infcr 3ticn or intertierally
rislead the 5;C cr the lice see by f alsi y irg cr destrejing dccu ert3ticr.f

"A; LEY, .ro alle;edly partici;3ted in, cr bad i :. ledge of, the f alsi fica tier
3rd/or destructicn of ILC a:rk-rela ted docuNnts, aas irtervie ed urder ca th
recarding these issues (Enhibit 57). He res:crded to iroiries c:rcernirg F is

wcrk esperien:es and style of su;ervision at the TENS 'acility and be rela ted
pro'essicral ard perscrality dis;utes with ILC techniciars, including SAP 0;!!n. '

-

Fe further discussed tre ILC acrk prccedure ccepli3rce ard dccuwntation'

process and indicated there .ere nurercus ;reblers and dif fering opinicns
between techniciars and su;ervisors cercerning the interpreta tion of direc ticrs
and irstructions ccrtained in these work dccurents. Fe related the experditure

of extensive ef fcrts by 1&C Ce;3rtrent rar3geNot and su;ervisors to appease
and placate dissident technicians, including SAFCPlTO, in an attemot to'

"4rotisate them to cerform their assigred duties, R .

'
;

" !
pfj nm da Als_

'F' P ' '

pgg$2[b;I%
Nd W He further ccrrynted regarding

.,
the turro11 and s tri e met een t bargaining unit employees and their r.anage-
ment personnel ard roted that these two elements were extremely polarized in
the I&C Ierartrent.

MPLEY, in res;cnse to questions regarding specific allega ticns, seherertly
denied that he e,er intenticrally or deliberately perpetrated acts of barass-

t
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ment or intimidation upon SAPORITO or any other technician, but acknowledged'

I that he and other managers frequently attempted to motivate them in various
legitimate ways to perfom assigned work. He reviewed PWO documents allegedly
containing Questionable entries or f alse information about which he reportedly
has knowledge and be fully explained his participation in the work assignments
reflected therein. HARLEY again categorically related that all of his actions
relative to these PW0s were completely in accordance with the applicable

He stated, in essence, that at no time has he ever documented orprocedures.
signed any work process without assuring himself that the particular task was
acccepl ished. He further denied that he has eser directed, coerced, or influ-
enced any technician to violate a work procedure or to avoid compliance with

HARLEY 61soany written instructions contained in work package documentation.
advised he did not recall any conversations with SAPOR!TO during which the
falsification / alteration of specific records was discussed by either SAPORITO

In conclusion, PARLEY stated he has never intentionally oror himself.
deliberately committed improper acts or v Slated procedures regarding the
performance or documentation of !&C work ror is he aware of any employee who
has not perfomed according to the requirements of a particular procedure.

During the interviews of !&C technicians reported in the alleged " chilling
ef fect" section of the R01, some of these individuals were also cuestioned
regarding allegations that i&C records were falsified / altered, work procedures
and work package instructicns were routinely violated, and records were
destroyed / discarded and replaced with revised documents to conceal impropri-
eties, in essence, licensee employees RAHN, Mc00NALD, LAZENBY, PHIPPS, P10VE,
ASCROM, XIRBY, GARNEP, BALCERZAK, BRANCH, and CULLOP categorically denied*

knewledge of any deliberate or intentional violations by technicians or super.
visors relating to work procedures and work process documentation.

Investigation Regarding Alleged Falsification / Destruction of SLNP Paintenance
#ecords

12, 1989, interview of SAP 0 PIT 0, he reported that SLNPDuring the January
employee HIEGEL informed him in November 1988 of the alleged falsification of
a nuclear safety-related maintenance record (PWO) at the SLhP facility (Allega-
tion Summary item Number 6). SAPORITO also provided the identities of the
technicians who allegedly falsified and subsecuently discarded the record and4

of other witnesses and participants in the event who could provide pertinent
infomation regarding this matter. This section of the POI reports and
documents the review of pertinent SLNP maintenance records and the interviews
of licensee personnei at this facility who were reportedly involved in, or are

,

4 kncwledgeable of, this event.

Review of SLNP Maintenance Records

Based upon the information provided initially by SAP 0RITO, and later by the
SLNP employees who reportedly were aware of the alleged falsification incident,4

the PWO document in question was identified and the entire work package was
retrieved for the reporting investigator by SLSP facility Acting Mainteiance
Superintendent Robert E. DAWSON (Exhibit 58). A ieview of a copy of this,

documentation disclosed that PWO Number 8485, dated Pay 16, 1988, a "0C not-

required task" or non-nuclear safety-related was initiated to ove4ul ine
electrical motor for condensate pump 18, Unit Number i. SLNP d':,ing a normal
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maintenance: outage. According to the " work description' section of-the PWO,
the snotor was to be disconnected and loaded onto a truck for transportation-to
the overhaul facility (off site), af ter which it was to be returned to the SLNP

.

facility and reinstalled. The PWO reflects that all of the work performed by
the licensee's maintenance personnel was to be in accordance with Maintenance
Procedure Numbers 0930066 and 0920062, copies of which are contained. in the
work _ package. The discrepancies / deficiencies in the PWO and associated work
process papers which have been bracketed and highlighted with a pound sign (#)

_

were identified _during the interview of SLNP Electrical Foreman SCHWEPPE and
are found at pages 5, 9, and 42 of the work package. A complete description of
each of these inaccurate entries in the work package will be noted in the
interview sumaries of SCHWEPPE and/or other licensee employees at the SLNP
facility, in essence, the page 5 discrepancy is an entry in the JWR written by
SCHWEPPE but for another journeyman technician. The page 9 discrepancy is an
incorrect reference to the insulation resistance test meter (megger)-used
during reinstallation, and the _page 42 discrepancy relates again to SCHWEPPE
accomplishing two work procedure steps for a journeyman and using the initials
of the journeyman to certify 'he work instead of his own. As reflected on
page 42 of the PWO package, SCHWEPPE subsecuently " lined out" the initials of
the other journeyman and inserted his own initials teside them.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: On March 23, 1989, members of the NRC R!I technical
staf f, including CRLENJAK, Section Chief, were advised of the results of
the 01 activities at the SLNP facility. Additionally, CRLENJAK reviewed
the copy of PWO Number 8485 and confirred that the condensate pump motor
overhaul activity was not a nuclear safety-related matter, and that the
discrepancies noted in the work package did not impact health and safety
considerations.

During the investigation at the SLNP facility, documentation relating to the
eavipeent utilized for insulation resistance tests (FPL Electrical Department
Retest Record) recorded on Form 3918 (page 9 of the work package) was requested
from plant maintenance of ficials. As an attachment to licensee response letter
L-89-170 to the reporting investigator, pages from the Test Equipment Checkout
Log for the period _during which the overhauled condensate pump motor was being
reinstalled were provided (Exhibit $9). This documentation revealed, at pages
9 and 11, that on August 27, 1988, SCHWEPPE checked out resistance test equip-
ment (megger meter) Serial Number E/260 to perfom work associated with PWO

| 8485 and that on August 29, 1988, a meter with Serial Number E/201 was utilized
on the same PWO assignment. This infomation is consistent with entries on'

Fom 3918 (page 9) of the PWO work package. The single line deletion (E/SU84)
on the Fom 3918 document, uncer the insulation Resistance Tests Section
adjacent to the two megger meter serial nucber entries is an apparent inadvertert
entry by-SCHWEPPE which was explained by him during his interview. According
to SCHWEPPE and the information contained in the aforementioned transmittal-
letter, E/SU84 is not a megger meter and, therefore, could not have been
utilized to perform the required insulation resistance test.

,

INVEST! GATOR'S NOTE: It was alleged by SAPORITO that falsified PWO work
package documents at the SLNP relating to this incident were subsequently -
destroyed by maintenance officials. In-view of the fact that a copy of

the complete.PWO work package applicable to the allegation and pertinent
pages from the Test Equipment Checkout Log were provided to the reporting
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,

investigator, it does not appear that the " destruction" portion of the
allegation is credible.,

Interviews with Pertinent SLNP Personnel
<

During the 01 activities to resolve the alleged falsification of maintenance
i

records (PWO work package) at the SLNP facility, maintenance personnel reportedly
aware of, or involved in, the incident were interviewed. The following individ-
uals, with titles / positions noted were interviewed regarding this matter and
those identified with an asterisk (*) were accompanied by an IBEW representative
employed at the SLNP facility:

Electrician and former Acting Chief Job
1. * Laurence D. HIEGEL

-

Steward and Treasurer, IBEW Local
Number 627

Electrician and current Job Steward, IBEW2. * Randy J. WATSON -

Local Number 627
Chief Electrician (foreman in bargaining

3. * Gerhard G. SCHWEPPE
-

unit)
Electrical Supervisor

4 Michael F. FLANAGAN
-

Electrical Supervisor
S. Ronald L. HOSKINS -

Acting Haintenance Superintendent6. Robert E. DAWSON
-

HIEGEL explained his duties and responsibilities regarding the representation
of bargaining unit employees in grievance matters or in any adverse action
planned or proposed by SLNP site or licensee corporate management officials
(Exhibits 60 and 61). He related that in September 1988. SCHWEPPE was involved
in a grievance resolution process with SLNP management of ficials which resulted
from his completion of a PWO document for a journeyran electrician. HIEGEL

advised he was present at the grievance meeting, serving as the acting senior
job steward representing IBEW Local Nunber 627 and its contract between SLNP i
management and bargaining unit employees, and acknowledced that he subsecuent v
discussed the alleced falsification incident and

with former associate SAP 0RITO and other SLNP
bargaining unit personnel.

HIEGEL related the circumstances that occurred which required his presence at
.

the SCHWEPPE grievance meeting and explained that DAWSON asked him to attend
- one of several meetings "to discuss (SCHWEPPE's) falsification of a document
and other peer performance items that (SLNP maintenance) management felt" he
was exhibiting. He said SCHWEPPE admitted at the grievance meeting he had
" performed bargaining unit work" (according to the union contract a foreman'

assigns- but does not perform craf t work) and that he had signed the initials-of
a journeyman electrician (page 42, work package), possibly on work procedure
and Fonn 3918 -(page 9, work package) documents. HIEGEL further related that
SCHWEPPE persistently and categorically vowed that he had personally performed
the particular work process and only utilized the initials of a journeyman'-

electrician on the documents to conceal the union contract violation. He

related unequivocally he is co'nvinced SCHWEPPE actually perfomed the work and
that he had attempted to conceal this fact in the exact manner he described the
event.
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FIEGEL further related and described other aspects of the grievance meeting he'

attended which involved discussions regarding resolution of the PWO documenta-
tion issue and discipline options for SCHWEPPE due to poor perfomance and
substandard work activities. He again reiterated that SCHWEPPE had admitted
performing bargaining unit work associated with PWO Number 8584, that he had

} certified the work with the initials of a technician and that he had atterpted
|

to conceal the contract violation from union and ranagement personnel but
fimly stated he did not believe it was "any deliberate attempt to f alsify any
documentation or procedures." HIEGEL related he requested that DAWSON provide,

4 for his examination, a copy of the documents that SCHWEPPE had allegedly
f alsified but said "he (DAWSON) never produced any document that Gerry sigred
or allegedly falsified." He concluded that, in his opinion, the only "falsi-
fication" in this incident consisted of SCHWEPPE signing the initials of

| another journeynan on the PWO documents instead of using his cwn to certify
work he (SCHWEPPE) had perfomed.

WATSON recalled he also attended three meetings with 19EW union and SLNP'

! ranagement personnel to discuss potential discipline for SCHWEPPE relating to
him signing the initials of an0ther journeyran on condensate pump ro+or overhaul

i
procedure documents (Exhibit 62). In essence, WATSON agreed with HIEGEL that
SCHWEPPE, a chief electrician (foreman), had perfomed bargaining unit work on
a condensate pump motor in violation of the unien contract and he attempted to

9 conceal his participation in the work assignment by signing the initials of a
,

journeyman in the work package docurentation. He also stated SCHWEPPE related
to him, with confideMe, that he had performed the work but af ter realizing he
had made a mistake by using the initials of another journeyman, lired them out,

4 and signed his own initials on the work procedure. WATSON, from personal notes
he broucht with him to the interview, related the reetino discussions and noted,

that the topic at each involved MWj$7disEEjiW5f$y&"AMg~lb'Ay8g$$$ the'

condersate cump rotor PWO work cackage discre:ancy b h ?na

EFSETTR9 A B
,

' WATSON related he did not vi;w SCHWEPPE's actions as a falsification of a
procedure and said he (SCHWEPPE) was attemptirg only to "get the jcb done" with
the limited resources (work crew merbers) available to him. He advised that
SCHWEPPE was counselled by him and other IBEW representatives for per'orring'

j bargaining unit work and signine the initials of another iourneyman on the work
procedure and said he (SCHWEPPE) was recuired to ensure these individuals this
behavior would not be repeated.

,

SCHWEPPE acknowledged imediately that he had violated the memorandum of
j agreement or contract between the 18EW and FPL about September 1988 when he, as

a chief electrician, performed bargaining unit work (Exhibit 63). He related
the circumstances of the particular event, noting he was assigned by HOSKINS to
of f-load the Unit I ccndensate pump motor which had just returned frcm the

,
' overhaul facility. He further admitted he personally performed a work process

(meggered the motor), signed the initials of one journeyran in the work proce-
4 dure (page 42, work package), and wrote a narrative remark in the JWR (page S,

work package) using the name of a second journeyman. SCHWEPPE also acknowledged
,

] that, prior to the condensate pump motor incident, he has also signed the
initials of journeyman electricians for work either he or they completed. He

| ,

; adamantly and categorically msintained he has never signed procedures indicatingi

I
|
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work was accomplished unless he was absolutely certain it had been properly and
totally completed.;

SCHWEPPE further explained the discrepancy noted in work package Fom 3918
I

Heregarding the deletion of a resistance test equipment serial number.
related that he mistakenly entered a serial number in the Insulation Resistance
Test Section of the fom which was an incorrect number (E/SU84) and said
several days later he lined this entry out and initialed it upon realizing his
mistake. Pe also discussed the meetings with IBEW union and SLNP management

,

personnel during which the PWO discrepancies associated with the condensate'

pump motor were reviewed 6'4 S'." . ..? T N 1.- He concluded,

i

that he did not intentionally or de iberately violate a work procedure when he
signed PWO documentation using the names of other electricians and said the,

only improper action on his part was the perfomance of bargaining unit work in
violation of the union-management contract.

FLANAGAN, in essence, confimed the testimony of both HIEGEL and WATSON regard-
ing SCHWEPPE's involvement in the cordensate pump motor incident (Exhibit 64).'

He reported that when it was recognized by maintenance management official
HOSKINS that SCHWEPPE had performed bargaining unit work (meggered the conden-
sate pump motor) and had attempted to disguise it by signing the nare and/or
initials of other electricians on PWO documentation, a meeting was convened
with SCHWEPPE to counsel him regarding his performance and the manner in which
"he handles his paper work." FL ANAGAN recalled that SCHWEPPE, previ the

co ate pump motor incident,
He advised the union (18EW

forLocal) representa tives
SCHWEPPE relating to the manner in whicn e had completed the documentation o'
the condensate pump motor incident, and as a result, several additional reet-
ings with both union and management representatives present were convened to
resolve this matter. He continued to discuss the various aspects of the

@ with SCHWEPPE regarding this incident and he steadfastly
maintained he is unaware of "any deliberate, intentional records falsificatior"
concerning this matter,

HOSKINS related he assigned SCHWEPPE and his crew the task of receiving the*

condensate pump motor on site from the overhaul vendor and in so doing, provided
the applicable PWO (Number 8485, deted May 16,1988) and procedure documenta tion
to accomplish the work. He recalled that SCHWEPPE returned the PWO work
package to his (HOSXINS') desk the following day which indicated the pump motor
receipt activities had been completed. He advised he reviewed the work package

,
and, by chance, spoke with the itinerant electrician on loan from the TPNS
facility whose initials appeared beside two procedure items, indicating he was
the technician who had accomplished the assignment. He related the itinerant
electrician infomed him the initials were not his handwriting and that he hed

;

not been involved in the work items which contained his initials.; ,
| HOSKINS stated that, af ter his discussion with the TPNS electrician, he con-
! fronted SCHWEPPE who imediately acknowledged that he had signed the initials'

of the itinerant. He recalled he then discussed the incident with his supervisor
(DAWSON) and they agreed to convene ~ n t-( ~ .D,y to decide options for,

resolving SCHWEPPE's apparent deficiencies regarding current and former PWO

o
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documentation activities. H0 SKINS said he returned the incorrect PWO procedure
document to SCFWEPPE who entered appropriate corrections to reflect that he,
rather than the itinerant electrician, had perfomed the work. He steadfastly
empha:ized that he and other maintenance management personnel believe SCHWEPPE
completed the assignment according to the procedure items, but he failed to
accurately docurant his activities because he apparently attempted to conceal
or disguise the fact an electrical foreman had perfomed bargaining unit work.

HOSKINS continued to discuss SCHWEPPE's apparent actions and documentation
" - ' Q '|p.{@@ ' |oractices relating to the pumo motor incident 'R

$hN y . j-% v n,,W

| f.2 fh-|'

.

HOSKINS emphasized throughout
[ the interview that the purpose o the meetin, with SCHWEPPE was not to discuss

the falsification of the PWO records since manacement believed the work had
actually been accomplished but to determina
{ g g Jf He concluded that although
SCHWEPPE obsious y documented the work he accor plished on the condensate pump
motor incorrectly, his actions are not regarded as a falsification of a PWO
procedure since the task was completed according to the applicable instructions,

DAWSON, who was interviewed with John T. BUTLER, A*.torney, present, confirmed
the testimony of HOSKINS and other interviewees regarding SCHWEPPE's involve-
ment in the condensate purp motor incident (Exhitit 66). He reiterated
SCHWEPPE's apparent rationale for signing the iritials of an electrician
adjacent to work procedure items and for persorally annotating a JWR for
another icurney an. He related activities and described discussions at
sev eral DEREWPK"IME wi th SCHWEPPE , un ion . d manacement personnel
present in Sectener and Octnter 1988 t e re s .O v e(

NMEMbkONkhbbhb!!$NEI ...
DAWSON advised that the licensee's mainterance managecent officials, including
HOSKINS, FL ANAGAN, and himself, are convinced that SCFWEPPE actually performed
the work but to disguise this fact, he wrote the initials /name of other
electricians in the PWO work package. 4e said that, in his opinion, SCFWEPPE's
actions "did not represent an intentional act of falsifying a permanent docu-
ment"; howeser, " signing somebody else's name was inappropriate" and "not to
be condoned." He reiterated that "his inappropriate signatures did not result
in falsification" since "I believe tnat the work was performed." He admitted
that "it was a sloppy work ef fort ca the part of the foreman" and said the
licensee failed to promptly proces; the PWO documentation because of the

.

deficiencies contained therein. ')AWSON concluded by reiterating that he is
not convinced SCHWEPPE malicious'y and deliberately violated a procedure or
falsified a record tot rather used another's name to conceal his identity as

! the actual performer.
.

Investigation Pecardina Alleced Discrimination Agains Complainant's Witnesses
at the DDL Hearing

During the investigation ard for the first time on approximately February 7,
1989, SAPORITO alleged that the licensee "is engaged in discrimination and
harassment" against TPNS employees who have been subpoenaed to testify for him

.
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1 in the DOL hearing (Allegation sumary item Number 7). On March 1, 2, and 3,
'

1989, and again on July 7,1989, SAPORITO, in essence, advised the hRC in'

10 CFR i 2.206 petitions, that his witnesses (licensee employees) were being
harassed and intimidated af ter returning to the TPNS facility from testifying
at the DOL hearing.

According to SAPORITO's February 7,1989, letter, TPNS employees MATHIS,
ROBERTS, PcCARTHY, and VERH0EYEN "have either been approached by management
because of their pending (DOL hearing) testimony or have otherwise been discrim-
inated against and harassed because of their testimony." The March and July
1989 letters to the NRC further allege harassment and intimidation of SAPORITO's
00L hearing witresses and report that one witness (MATHIS) was removed from a
TR (supervisor) position by licensee management because of her testimony in his

Based upon SAPORITO's allegations, investigative assistance wasbeha l f.
requested to rt;olve these issues and this section of the ROI documents the 0!
activities relating to this ratter.

Interviews with Pertinent TFSS Personnel

During this aspect of the 01 activities at the TPNS facility, the following
individuals, with titles /cositicns noted, were interviewed and those identified
with an asterisk (*) were iccoc;anied by an IBEW representative:

!&C Technician1. * Brian W. McCARTHY -

1&C Technician and Job Steward, IBEW
2. * Richard R. BOYLE -

Local Number 359
!&C Technician and TR Production3. Loretha (n) MATHIS -

Coordinator
I&C Technician4. * Jeron F. LINDER -

!&C Field Supervisor
S. Stephen G. VERH0EVEN -

l&C Field Supervisor6. Michael E. WILLIS -

then l&C Department Manager7. Marie C. STANTON -

former I&C Department Manager8. Daniel J. T0MASZEhSKI -

9. RayTond J. GIANFRtSCESCC - TPNS Maintenance Department Manager
TPNS Plant Manager10. James E. CROSS -

.

McCARTHY acknowledged that he Fad vo,o *.arily attended some sessions of the 00L
hearing as an interested party only but said he was subsequently subpoenaed to
testify as a witness for SAPORITO (Exhibit 67). He further related that
concurrent with his DOL involve .ent, he was contacted and interviewed by OA
Manager BLADOW and/or by a member of the 'ndependent law firm of STIEP,
ANDERSON, and MALONE on several occasions -egarding his " policy (procedurel*

and management" concerns at the TPNS facility. He again discussed a specific
work assignment to illustrate his concerns for inadequate and deficient work
procedures and noted that management is currently listening to his concerns
and working with him to resolve these issues.

.

McCARTHY wac aueried extensively regarding the illegation that witnesses for
SAPORITO in the 00L hearing are targeted for cit riminatory actions upon their
return to the TPNS facility. Fe related unequiv,cally that no licensee
manager has attempted to influence or coerce his potential 00L hearing testi-
mony and said he is personally unaware of any emplnyee who has suffered
discrimination because of actual or proposed testimony.

'
,
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McCARTHY did relate, with the assistance of IBEW, Acting Job f teward, JONES,'

who was present during)the interview, that PATHIS was promoted to a TR posittenf (first line supervisor from the bargaining unit just prior to testifyino for
1

SAPORITO in the DOL matter, and that upon her return to the facility, she was'

returned to an !&C technician position. He related, in essence, that her DOL
testimony was in no way a factor in the denotion but instead voluntarily
decided to return to the bargaining unit when she (MATHIS) was not given the
office space she was apparently promised when she accepted the TR promotion.
He noted in conclusion, that then Site Vice President, 000M, was " fair minded"*

and "he doesn't care which way the chips fall" as long as he can resolve
- concerns and personnel problems at the TPNS facility, meaning that he (000M)
,

| would not resort to this type of tactic.

BOYLE, who had already testified in the DOL hearing as a SAPORITO witness, was
interviered to detemine whether he was aware of alleged discrimination
involving other employees who had participated in this matter (Exhibit 68).
He ackncwledged he had discussed this topic (00L testinony) with MATHIS,
ROBERTS, McCARTHY, and VERHOEVEN and only the latter indicated he "did not
beliese that he was harassed or intimidated" for this actisity. He advised

-

candidly, however, he "could not prove any harassment or discrimination as a
result of any individual" testifying for SAPORITO at the DOL hearing.

INVEST! GATOR'S NOTE: During this interview with BOYLE, he was requested
to discuss any comments or inforration that the four licensee employees
had shared with him relative to feeling harassed and intimidated or
discriminated against for testifying on behalf of SAPORITO at the DOL
hearing. He stated that "what the individuals told tre was in confidence
and I intend to keep it that way." He then agreed that he did not desire
to continue with the intersiew, at which time the interview session with

M sB0YLE was terminatec.Qa
c

.

__

'

.

PATHIS, interviewed on two occasions regarding alleged harassment and intim-
idation of licensee employees for reporting nuclear safety-related concerns
(chilling ef fect) and for discriminatory practices by licensee management
involving witnesses who testified for SAP 0RITO at his DOL hearing, began by
voicing general opinions and problems concerning !&C Department personnel.

(Exhibits 69 and 70). She claimed no kncwledge of unresolved nuclear safety
issues while she expounded upon her 9 years of experience as an 1&C techniciar
at the TPNS facility. MATHis basically objected to the inadequate and defic'ert
work procedures and to the absence of managen. ant " feedback" on matters referred
to them for resolution and/or consideration. She discussed problems resulting

4

i from inadequate procedures and expressed the opinion that some technicians,
| including herself, may have in the past received more than an equal share of
|

undesirable work assignments for complaining about these matters. She said at
ene time favoritism was a significant problem in the 180 shop but she was1

unable to correlate this perceived condition with any type of harassment for

|<
|
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reporting nuclear safety-related concerns. MATHIS indicated that the arrival
o

of CROSS as the plant inanager, recent management changes in the Maintenance and
18C Departments, the "SAPORITO incident,'' the ir. dependent investigation cur-
rently being conducted by the STIER, ANDERSON, and PALONE law firm, and the O!
investigati_on have all' contributed to improved working conditions- for

,

bargaining unit personnel.
,

.

MATHIS persisted that she may have been harassed and disliked by !&C supervisors*

for repeatedly complaining about inadequate or deficient-procedures; however,
she could not relate specific acts of discrimination or intimidation involving. .'

her or other technicians for reporting or discussing nuclear safety concerns.
She also. reported personnel disputes and instances of turmoil, frustration, and

i strife in the !&C Department, most of which resulted from attempting to comply3

with work procedures that needed to be_ revised or rewritten,

l' MATHIS was cuestioned regarding the allegation that witnesses who testified for
SAPORITO at the DOL- hearing were mistreated in some way.upon their return to
the TPNS facility. She described the conduct of the licensee's labor attorney

i
and indicated his mannerisms, speech, and tone of voice were initially menacing
but said he acted more normal following the first day of her testimony,

e-

MATHIS, while_ reviewing topics previously(discussed, related extensive factsand circumstances of her promotion to TR supervisor) in January 1989. just
prior to her participation in the DOL hearing (early February 1989), and the
events that resulted in.her temporary demotion to the bargaining unit (non-
supervisory) for several days before she again became a TR af ter her return toi

tFe TPNS facility. She stated adamantly that the offer from management to
.

serve as a TR was not, in her opinion, related to the fact she had been sub-
,

poenaed to testify for SAPORITO and said unequivocally, this promotion did-not
.

influence her testimony at the 00L hearing. She reiterated that her promotion
-

occurred because of her persistent discussions with CROSS about this matter, .|
beginning when he assumed the-position of plant manager. She related that when
she returned from the 00L hearing on February 6,1989, she learned -that she was

~

not moving into the of fice space promised as part of the " promotion package"
.

and informed her supervisor (STANTON) unless she could have this space, she"'

j would voluntarily. return to.the shop as a technician, MATHIS advised that
af ter her discussions with GIANFRANCISCO and CROSS regarding the office space

,

issue, they arranged for her to occupy the of fice offered when she was
promoted. MATHIS reiterated unequivocally that her TR experiences were not'

.related to the DOL hearing and she categorically denied that she had been .

.

1 - harassed, intimidated, or mistreated because of her testimony as a SAPORITO
,

witness.,,

| -LINDER, who was -selected to fill; the TR position vacated by MATHIS following
.her= DOL testimony, related the circumstances concerning- this matter

} ;(Exhibit 71). In essence, he confirmed the dispute between STANTON and PATHIS
regarding an office space assignment which prompted MATHIS to -voluntarily,
return to the 'I&C_ shop'as a -technician for only 1 or 2 days. -He. advised that

1 once the; office space issue was . resolved, MATHIS was~ resto' red to the TR-
position of production coordinator in the I&C Department. 'He related that he"

+ did not view:the TR incident as retaliatory- against MATHIS because of the 00L
matter and said he could not " connect her testimony [at the DOL hearing) with-,

what happened at the plant. "i

l
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VERHOEVEN, who was allegedly " approached by management" because of his DOL
testimony, related he was currently (February 23,1989) assigned to a TR field
supervisor position (Exhibit 72). In response to general questions concerningI

the alleged " chilling ef fect" and harassment and intimidation of l&C techni-
clans for reporting nuclear safety concerns, he related "I don't see any
intimidation" and said he "didn't feel any pressure from the supervisors or my
peers." VERH0EVEN acknowledged that he befriended SAPORITO during his employ-
ment (March to December 1988) at the TPNS f acility and said, in his opinion,
SAPORITO's concerns regarding 180 procedure deficiencies "were valid 90
percent of the time." He also noted that he had testified for SAPORITO at the
DOL hearing but categorically denied he had received discriminatory treatment
or that he had been harassed or promised any rewards by TPNS management as a
result of his participation in this matter.

WILLIS concurred with VERHOEVEN's remarks regarding the alleged " chilling
effect" and harassment and intimidation of I&C technicians for reporting
nuclear safety concerns (Exhibit 73). He clarified that on an isolated basis,

some technicians who are disliked by supervisors may have received undesirable
work assignments while other, more personable and less controversial employees,
were extended preferential considerations from managers. WILLIS adamantly
advised he is not aware of any correlation between this apparent behavior of
supervisors and the reporting of nuclear safety concerns. He explained his

knowledge of, and association with, SAPORITO prior to his December 1988 invol-
untary separation and in the process described him r 4 - i ' g6- <

Q?M@2fdM M M@@M#EE3MtRMW Mkd N W!LL15 reIated
he too was subpoenaed to testify for SAPORITO by his attorney, and he noted
that the licensee's attorney also contacted him on several occasions, in
preparation for the hearing, prior to his (WILLIS's) participation in the DCL
matter. He concluded that he is not aware of any TPNS employee who has been
harassed or treated unjustly because of their testimony for SAPORITO at the
DOL hearing.

STANTON, who assumed the !&C Cepartment manager position on January 20, 1969,
as a result of general TPNS Maintenance Department reorganization activities,
outlined her licensee employrent experiences, duties, and responsibilities
(Exhibit 74). She acknowledged current difficulties in complying with some
!&C procedures as they are written and advised that a procedure upgrade.

procram is presently under.ay at the plant. She noted there have been dis-
agre:ments in the I&C Department between technicians and their supervisors
involving procedure interpretations, but denied that supervisors have suppres-
sed discussions or acted in a retaliatory manner towards any employee for
expressing their concerns. She also related that personality conflicts
between employees, together with impulsive and insensitive managers, have
contributed to strained relationships in the 1&C Department, but she categor-
ically denied knowledge of a " chilling ef fect" or harassment and intimidation
of technicians for reporting nuclear safety related matters.

STANTON discussed the circumstances of the TR incident involving PATHIS and-

described the qualifications for considering and selecting an individual for a
first level supervisory position. She noted that MATHIS had participated in
the 00L hearing as a witness for SAPORITO af ter she had been selected for a TR
pos i tion . She related that, as her (MATHIS) supervisor, she had attempted to
relocate MATHIS to a dif ferent of fice space upon her return to the facility
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not realizing that former 1&C Department Manager TOMASZEWSKI had promised
MATHIS a specific ~ office space as a promotion condition. STANTON advised that'

MATHIS volunteered to return to the 16C shop if she was moved from the office
space originally promised. She said af ter discussions with the plant manager
and the Maintenance Department manager, MATHIS was reassigned to the office
spac'e initially promised to her, without any break (emphasis added) in her TR
service, and this decision appeared to resolve the issue. STANTON concluded
that, to her knowledge, no TPNS erployee has been a target of discriminatory
actions or harassment by any licensee menager or supervisor because of their
participation in the 00L hearing as a SAPORITO witness.

TOMASZEWSKI who had previously selected MATHIS for the TR position concurred
with the corrents of other interviewees regarding her promotion from a bargain-
ino unit employee to the production coordinator in the 1&C Department
(Eihibit 75). He discussed his reasons for promoting her into a TR supervisory
position and noted that this action was endorsed by the plant manager who had
taken a personal interest in the ratter to ensure she was ronsidered for the
job.

TCMAS2EWSKI, in recalling whether MATHIS had been of fered a particular of fice
space by him as a condition of her promotion to a TR supervisor, advised he
could not recall such an of fer but said PARLEY, also af fected in the reorgani.
zation, had arranged for her to occupy his of fice space since it was becoming
vacant. He advised that he is personally unaware of any TPNS employees,

,

including MATHIS, who were penalized or harassed by the licensee because they
testified for SAPORITO at the DOL hearing. He noted that an apparent misunder-
standing between MATHIS and STANTON about a particular office space is the
reason MATHIS decided to return to the bargaining unit. He reiterated that
her 00L testimony in behalf of SAPORITO was not, to his knowledge, a factor in
this decision, in essence, he denied any knowledge of, or participation in,
acts of harassment or intimidation of I&C technicians and advised he is also
unaware of a " chilling ef fect" condition at the TFNS facility. 4

G!ANFRANCESCO essentially concurred with other interviewees while explaining
the circumstances of the promotion of PATHIS to a TR position prior to her
participation in the 00L hearing and the apparent misunderstanding regarding.

office space (Exhibit 76). He noted he intervened for MATHIS and learned that
she, in fact, had been of fered a specific of fice space as a condition of her
promotion to the TR position so be, as the Maintenance Department manager,
ensured that she was moved in accordance with this promise. Fe advised that
PHIS had considered returning voluntarily to the bargaining unit if she was
unable to retain the office space promised to her. He concluded that he is'

unaware of any relationship between her testimony at the DOL hearing and the
office space incident.

CROSS, in essence, concurred with remarks made by other interviewees and
related unequivocally that the appearance by MATHIS as a witness for SAP 0RITO'

at the DOL hearing was not a factor in her decision to return to the bargaining
unit (Exhibit 77). He further categorically denied knowledge of any impropri-
eties by licensee management regarding their behavior, conduct, or actions
towards personnel who testified for SAPORITO at the DOL hearing.

.
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Finally, during the previous interviews of ROBERTS and COLSTON, both techni-
i- cians were questioned regarding the SAPORITO allegation that his 00L witnesses

-were harassed, intimidated, and/or threatened by FPL management upon their
return to the TPNS- facility. In essence, they reported unequivocally that
they were unaware of any acts of harassment or intimidation directed to any

-witness who testified for SAP 0RITO at the DOL hearing.

Investigation Pegarding Allegation That the Licensee's Counsel influenced and
Coerced Complainant's Witnesses

in an August 12, 1989, petition to the NRC, pursuant to 10 CFR % 2.206, SAPORITO
alleged that the licensee and/or its counsel in the 00L matter engaged in
activities to influence the testimony and behavior of potential witnesses, and
he further reported the licensee had retained an independent law finn to harass
and intimidate him ( Allegation Sumary item Numbers 8 and 9). Specifically,
SAPORITO alleged that the licensee, through the independent law firm of STIER,
ANDERSON, and PALONE, " appears to have intimidated and coerced petitioner by
hiring this fire to interrogate petitioner concerning information which he
conveyed.to the NRC" regarding " operations at the licensee's Turkey Point
facility." Additionally..SAPORITO alleged that licensee counsel BRAMNICK may
have attempted to prevent him "from delineating additional information to the
(NRC) by offering petitioner a transfer to the St. Lucie facility."

Finally, SAPORITO alleged that BRAMNICK "aopears to hase influenced" witnesses
Willis and PAWLEY to the extent thf.ir " testimony could not be relied upon"
during the (DOL) hearing and he (BRAMNICK) " appears to have intimidated and
coerced" YERH0EVEN by ordering him to submit to questioning regarding the 00L
matter. This section of the 001 addresses the allegations relating to the.
improper conduct-and behavior of attorneys employed by'the licensee.

Interview with Pertinent Indiviouals

During the investigation activities to resolve alleged unethici behavior,
coercion of witnesses who are licensee employees, and other improper actions
and conduct by attorneys for the Itcensee, the follcwing individuals, with-|

titles / positions noted, were interviewed and those identified with an
|* asterisk (*) were accompanied by a licensee attorney:

Attorney1. Howard T. ANDERSON -

! 2. Michael E. WILLIS 1&C Field Supervisor-

18C SupervisorL 3. Andrew M. PAWLEY -

1&C Field Supervisor4 Stephen G. VERH0EVEN -
,

OA Manager5. * Lloyd W. BLADOW -

Plant Manager6. * James -E. CROSS -

former Site Vice President7. * John S.- ODOM, Jr. -

Attorney8._ * James S. BRAMNICK -

former Senior Vice -President - Nuclear9. William F. CONWAY -,

ANDERSON discussed the contract between STIER, ANDERSON, and MALONE and the
n

licensee to conduct.an independent investigation of the SAPORITO allegations!

regarding harassment at the TPNS facility (Exhibit 78). He explained the
investigative methodology and the disclosuris and conclusions of these activi-
ties by his law finn. He noted unequivocally that no evidence was revealed to

.
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support the allegation by SAPORITO he was harassed for reporting nuclearIn essence. ANDERSONsafety-related deficiencies, concerns, and problems.,

acknowledged that SAPORITO's employment stata was af fected af ter he (SAPORITO)
engaged in activity be believed was embracrd by 10 CFR S0.7 (protected activity)
but again categorically denied that his eralcyment was af fected as a result ofHe further deried that his law firm was employed byengaging in this activity.
the licensee to intimidate or coerce SAPOR T0 concerning infomation he conseyed
to the NRC. ANDERSON also emphatically denied the independent investigation

He alsoconducted by his law firmi interfered with the concurrent 00L hearing.
stated the investigation revealed no evidence of harassment of other TPNS
employees and it did not disclose the presence of a " chilling ef fect" at the

He concluded that the extensive investigation activities by hisTPNS facility.
law firin also failed to disclose any evidence of record or PWO deficiencies or
improprieties at the TPNS facility.

WILLIS, a potential SAPORITO witness who was allegedly " influenced' by
BRAMNICK, was reinterviewed concerning this allegation (Exhibit 79). He

reported, in essence, that he was associated with the 00L hearing involvingHe recalledSAPORITO but said he was never called to testify as a witness.
that prior to the hearing, he was contacted by SAPCRITO's attorney which, in
turn, prompted him (Willis) to freely and voluntarily advise licensee'sHe related that SAPORIT0's attorneycounsel (BRAMNICK) of this inquiry.
(STEELE) did, during his contact, attempt to influence potential testimony by
persuading him (WiLLIS) to make false and derogatory statements about I&C
supervisors and managers at the TPNS facility. WILLIS categorically denied
any improprieties or unethical actions by BRAMNICK and he stated unequivocally
that BRAMNICK by no means attempted to influence him to testify adversely
regarding SAPORITO.

PAWLEY, reportedly a potential SAPORITO witness wFo was allegedly " influenced"
by BPMNICK, related his knowledge of and association with SAPORITO at the

1988 (Exhibit E01 He noted
SLNP job site for approxirately 3 months in ea@r1vMWdEViRtMM "notthat SAPORIT0, a rember of his work crew, was
on the same level" as other technicians with equal years of experience.
PAWLEY advised he had no contacts with SAPORITO except two telephone calls
from him or his attorney af ter his transfer to the TPNS 'dcility in April
1988. He advised SAPORITO called him once in February 1989 and asked if he
would be a character witness for him and relate derogatory and unfavorabia
remarks about FPL managers and supervisors at the 00L hearing. He advised he
informed SAPORITO he would not be a acod character witness for him gM

i PEBMMIF2&BNffEW6E5fSWfsgr
!
i

f PAWLEY advised that in Jaruary 1989 he was telephonically and personally
contacted by FPL's attorney BPAMNICK and SAPORITO's attorney regarding the 00Ll

He related be infomed SAPORITO's attorney he could not testify
| matter.

favorably for SAPORITO } g
He said be was impressed with the manner in which 8RAMNICKa acts rationally and reasonably without influencing his responses, aridsought1

said he did not view BRAMNICK's questions or actions as improper or unethical.

VERH0EVEN, who was allegedly coerced, intimidated, and ordered to submit to
I

questioning by BRAMNICK, recalled his professional association with SAPORIT0
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at the TPNS facility (Exhibit 81). He related his limited knowledge of the
DOL hearing issues and noted he was subpoenaed by SAPORIT0's attorney to
testify regarding this matter. He advised that prior to appearing as a
witness at the hearing, he was directed by his supervisor (TOMAS2EWSKI) to
talk with licensee attorney BPlsMNICK, but he was irrnediately dismissed when he

; infomed BRAMNICK be did not wish to be interviewed. VERHOEVEN concluded that
i

i although he initially believed he had t,een compelled to submit to questions
from BRAMNICK before he testified at the 00L hearing, he denied any intimida-

( tion or coercion regarding this process.

BLA00W, during his interview, essentially explained the role of the contract
independent law firm of STIER, ANDERSON, and MALONE during its review and
investigation of SAPORIT0's intimidation allegations at the TPNS facilityi

(Exhibit 82). He advised that he firmly believes FPL " bent over backwards to
make sure that he was not harassed or discriminated due to the " sensitivity of
the issues." He further noted that he is unaware of any improprieties by the

i contract law fim or by other attorneys or individuals representing thej

licensee during the 00L hearing,i

t

CROSS and 000M essentially comented on their kncwledge of the development of
the SAPORITO allegations at the TPNS facility and the subsequent utilization.

of an independent law fim to investigate these issues (Exhibits 83 and 84,
|
i respectively). Both sources categorically denied that the law firm was

employed to harass or intimidate SAPORli0 and steadfastly maintained that it
was utilized to investigate and resolve employee harassment allegations which,

{ he had raised.
i

FRAMNICK explained his role as the labor counsel for FPL during the 00L.

hearing to resolve allegations by SAPORITO that he was harassed for engaging.

in protected activities (Exhibit 85). We acknowledced personal and telephone
interviews and contacts with FPL employees to obtain facts, information, anc

,

i potential witnesses for use during the DOL hearing. He candidly discussed his
methodology and demeanor while inteniewing FPL enployees and he categorically

i denied be had attempted or considered harassment, coercion, or promise of
reward in exchange for testimony favorbole to the licensee.

;

' CONWAY essentially concurred with the testimony of interviewees BLA00W, CROSS,
and 000M and related unequivocally he is unaware of any improper behavior,i

unethical actions, harassment of FPL employees, or coercion of witness testimony
,

by any attorney representing the licensee (Exhibit 86).i

) Review of FPL Purchasing Department Document
'

A review of FPL Purchase Order (PO) Nrber B89633-8004 dated January 10, 1989,
disclosed the licensee contracted with the law fim of STIER, ANDERSON, and

i MALONE (in October 1988) "to furnish confidential independent investigative
f services associated with allegations at Florida Pcwer and light Company's
i Turkey Point Power Plant" (Exhibit 87). Further, the P0 states that the

contractor will " conduct an independent investigation into allegations made by
I a Florida Power and light Company employee in a letter sent to the USNRC and
; U.S. Depa rtment of Labor." According to the contract, "these letters alleged

,

discrimination, harassment, lack of fitness for duty of supervisory personnel,
t and concerns for the health and safety of the public." Additionally, the PO

:
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reflects that 'the investigation will detemine the facts surrounding these
allegations and conclude with a written report of the findings to management.g-

No recomendations will be made.

Review of SilER, ANDERSON, and NALONE Documentation

At various intervals during the STIER. ANDERSON, and PALONE investigation of
the SAPORITO allegations and upon the completion of its documentation activi-

Oneties, pertinent disclosures were provided to the reporting investigator.
SAPORITO allegation, contained in his March 3,1989, letter to 01 and discussed

12, 1989, interview and identified as the AFW Pump Governorduring his January
incident, involves an apparent intentional failure to record accurate infoma-When the reportingtion (falsification) in the " plant equipment logbook.'
investigator arrived at tha TPNS facility to conduct investigative activities
regarding alleged records 1 proprieties, it was determined that the STIER,
ANDERSON, and MALONE inquirj had also identified the AFW allegation and these
attorneys were actively reviewing records and interviewing licensee personnel
to resolve the deficiency.

A subseouent review of the STIER, ANDERSON, and PALONE report to the licensee
which contains information concerning the AFW allegation disclosed extensive
effort was expended to resolve this matter (Exhibit 08). The report concludes ,
based upon frvestigative disclosures, that SAPORITO intentionally made state-
ments concerning the AFW incident which were untrue and that he attempted "to
direct attention and blame away from his own conduct." No evidence of apparent
willful, deliberate falsification of records was revealed during the investi-
gation by the contract law fim. Based upon the report documentation. O!
concurs that the ST!ER, . ANDERSON, and PALONE review of the AFW issue is a
comprehensive effort and that no additional irvestigative activities are
warranted.

A second allegation by 'SAPORITO regarding falsification of Refueling Water
Storage Tank (PWST)-work orders was also examined extensively during the STIER,
ANDERSON, and PALONE investigation S hibit 89). The section of the report

regarding this issue was reviewed during the 01 investigation and reflects that
"a- relatively minor flaw in his (SAPORITO's) perfomance of the , fob [ moving set-.

point markers) was severely compounded by his actions and statements afterwards "
Further, it is indicated that SAPORITO misrepresented infomation to his
supervisor to give the impression that an " unknown cause" was responsible for
the abnormal condition. No evidence regarding records improprieties relating
to this issue was noted in the report by the independent law fim. OI also
concurs with the STIER, ANDERSON, and PALONE investigation results and no'

additional activities concerning this matter appear to be warranted.

The executive sumary report of 103 pages prepared by STIER, ANDERSON, and
PALONE for the licensee condenses the information, findings, and conclusions
contained in all of the-appendices (Exhibit 90). A review of this document'

revealed no identified licensee improprieties regarding harassment and intimi--

dation of SAPORITO or other employees for reporting nuclear safety concerns.
Further, no evidence appears in the report to indicate or confirm the alleged
malicious, willful, and deliberate falsification / destruction of PWO documents
or other I&C records by licensee employees at the TPNS facility.

.
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Review of TPNS 0A intervi_cw Transcript
I

During the 0! investigation it was learned that BLA00W, i~n the presence of
three union stewards (B0YLE, HALL, and MATHIS), had interviewed SAPORITO and
prepared a transcript of this interview on November 22, 1988. The purpose of i

the interview was to identify, clarify, and enumerate his " nuclear safety |
concerns that affect the health and sa'ety of the public" (Exhibit 92). It

appears from reviewing this document, a copy of which was provided by BLA00W,
that the interview occurred in an environment that was made increasingly
hostile and adversarial by SAPORITO as the session progressed. The union
representatives present also appear to repeatedly assail and criticize the
motives of the 0A superintendent and they consistently accused the OA Cepart-
ment of not "being apart or independent from the piant." Further, according j
to the transcript, SAPORITO repeatedly refused to respond to BL A00W's reouest
regarding the identification of his nuclear safety concerns which impact or |

endanger the health of the public. The transcript also reports, in essence, !

that the union representatives allude to the independent investigation (STIER, |

ANDERSON, and MALONE) as a devious action of the TPNS plant manager. It is |

noted that repeated requests to SAPORITO by BLA00W to identify his nuclear |

safety concerns are essentially ignored by SAP 0RITO or union representatives
The interview-who respond by asking BLA00W to provide them with information.

ees rationalize that since, in their opinion, BL A00W and the OA organization
are not independent of the olant manager, they are not compelled to and will
not answer his questions. They further indicate tM cnc .M is the proper
forum for addressing and resolving SAPCRIT0's concerns since ue "whole
department [0A) was a nuclear safety concern because they were not independent."
The entire document appears to be essentially a compilation of charges and
accusations by the union representatives regarding the independence of the CA
Department, the integrity of the plant and corporate managerent, suspicions
regarding BLA00W's motives, and the apparent deceptive nature of the indepen-
dent investigation. The interview concludes with the corrent from SAPCPITO
that "he believes he has enough proof that Mr. BLA00W is not independent" and
that he (SAPORITO) "will provide that proof to the NRC."

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: BLA00W advised, during the 01 investigation, that
the November 22, 1988, interview with SAPORITO was a genuine and sincere
attempt by the licensee to identify his alleged nuclear safety-related

BLA00W confirmed that the interview session with SAPORITO andconcerns.
the three union stewards was, almost from the outset, an adversarial and
confrontational experience and that SAPORITO, with the assistance of
union representatives, repeatedly stonewalled or resiped providing any
infont.ation regarding alleged nuclear safety concern 6 BLADOW further
advised t SAPORITO continually attempted to place him in a defensive,

.

Review of 00L Occumentation

During the 01 investigation voluminous 00L documents, transcripts, and miscel-
laneous correspondence generated before, during, and following the 00L hearino
were reviewed. A June 30,1989, Recommended Decision and Order Denying

.

hh & CT1
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Complaint (R00) from the Of fice of the Administrative law Judge sutvarizes the
history and proceedings of the SAPORITO cases (89-ERA-7 and 89-ERA-17) before
the DOL and concludes that complainant "has failed to present a p_ rima facie
case" that he was dismissed by FPL for engaging in protected activity
(Exhibit 91). The PD0 is currently being reviewed for approv31/ dental by the
Secretary of the 00L. Finally, information received by the RAC indicates
SAPORITO intends to appeal the RDO or any unfavorable aling by the Secretary
in this case.

Investigator's Conclusions

The investigation, requested initially by the Rll RA, sought to resolve
allegations by SAPORITO of apparent falsification / destruction of plant nuclear
safety-related documents (PW0s and related records and procedures) at the
licensee's TPNS and SLNP facilities. Allegedly, the purpose of these records
improprieties was to conceal maintenance procadure violations by technicians.
Folicwing the initial request, subsequent suppl & tal requests by the R!l RA
for 01 assistance were received to investigate and ,esolve additional allega-
tions from SAPORITO, mostly in the form of 10 CFR $ 2.006 petition correspon-
dence. The topics of the supplemental investigation rewests relate to
alleged harassment and intimidation of licensee employees 'or reporting
nuclear safety concerns (chilling effect), alleged licensee iiscrimination
against witnesses who testified for SAPORITO at the 00L hearieg, and allega-
tions that licensee counsels acted unethically and improperly and influenced
the testimony and behavior of potential witnesses favorable to SAPORITO.
Since the various categories of allegations and concerns by SAPOR!TO recuired,
extensive investigative activities, the investigator conclusions, coments,
ard remarks will be separately reported for each category of the allegations
in this section of the report.

First, the allegations that licensee employees were harassed and intimidated
for reporting nuclear safety-related concerns and that a " chilling effect"
pervades the journeyman / technician work environment at the TPNS facility were
initially addressed. The term " chilling ef fect" was defined by the alleger as
the reluctance of employees "to come forward with their concerns, thereby
creventing the address and resolution of any safety -concerns they may be aware
of" due to fear of a fate similar to that of the alleger (involuntary termina-
tion), in an attempt to determine the validity of these allegations, numerous
technicians and supervisors, mainly from the l&C Department but ' Iso from
other operating areas in the plant, were interviewed regarding this matter.
Several I&C Department interviewees, including some specifically identified by
SAPORITO, reported they sensed they had been assigned to difficult jobs or had
experienced some unusual or negative reaction from supervisors on a more
frequent basis than some of their peers because they had complained to ranace-
ment about deficient and inacequate procedures associated with certain work
tasks and functions. Other interviewees from the I&C Depcrtment and throughout
the plant related they perceived no harassment and intimidation for corplaining
to management regarding defective procedures or for discussing any problems or
issues including nuclear safety-related matters. Based upon witness testimony,
the investigation failed to substantiate the allegation that TPNS or I&C
Department employees are being harassed and intimidated for reporting nuclear
sa fety concerns. Further interviewees, when cuestioned regarding the allega-
tion that they were fearful of or reluctant to report nuclear safety-related
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conditions that impact the health and safety of plant workers or local comuni.
ties because of management discrimination, adamantly denied that they feared
reprisals if they discussed nuclear safety concerns to any management or
licensee officici. The site OA superintendent (BLADC'W) and l&C field supervisor
also related unequivocally, that they are unaware of alleged employee harasscent
and intimidation or of a " chilling efSct' condition at the TPNS facility,

Secondly, the allegations of numerous incidents of falsification / alteration
and/or destruction of maintenance records involving TPNS nuclear safety-
related documents (JWR, completed procedures, etc.) which comprise the PWO
work package were in$estigated. Specific PW0s identified by SAPORITO, which
reportedly contained examples of some intentional, deliberate inaccuracies or
willful omissions of information to conceal procedural violations, were
reviewed. The technicians and field supervisors associated with the perfor-
mances of tasks represented by this documentation mere extenshely interviewed
regarding these alleged improprieties. Two licensee managers who have audit
and analysis experience involving PWO work packages, participated in a review
of questioned documents and noted no apparent deficiencies or emissions
therein, As a result of these activities, the imestigation did not disclose

any evidence of willful, deliberate f alsification, alteration, or destructien
of documents as alleged.

Thirdly, the allegation regarding alleged f alsification/ destruction of mainte-
nance records at the SLNP facility pertains to a N0 package which according
to documentation, does not involve a QC required er nuclear safety-related
coaponent (condensate pump motor). Essentially, tre alleged falsification
action consisted of an electrical foreman (SCPWEPFE) writing infomation for a

journeyman in a JWP, deleting)(lining out) data or an Electrical DepartmentPetest (insulation resistance Pecord form, and signing the initials of an
itinerant electrician in the maintenance procedure af ter he (the foreman) had
perfomed the work. Based upon the investigation activities, it appears that
;CHWEPPE did personally corplete the werk assignrent but used the name and the
initials of two other electricians during the docu entation process to conceal
his participation, since the current IBEW union centract with the licensee
prohibits a supervisor from perfoming bargaining unit work. Reportedly, the
rationale for this contract provision is to protect the journeyman and to
ensure that union members are not deprised of the =crk process. SCPWEPPE

acknew' edged his wrongdoing and the the noted deficiencies / discrepancies,
explained the reason for his actions, and related he did not verify or record
any information in the PWO that was inaccurate. The incident appears to be
mitigated by the fact that the licensee was aware of the incident and had
resobed it and that it was a non-0C related matter. The intent of the
foreman appears to be expeditious completion of the assignment rather than a
willful, malicious attempt to violate a procedure.

During the investigation, activities to resolve allegations that licensee
empicyees appearing as witnesses for SAPORITO in the DOL hearing were harassed
and discriminated against by the licensee were conducted. According to
SAPORITO, these individuals "have either been approached by management because
of their pending testimony or have otherwise been discriminated against and
harassed because of their testimony" at the DOL hearing. Further, in his

March 1, ?, and 3,1989, correspondence, SAPORITO alleged that an !&C techni-
cian suffered discriminatory actions because the technician part'cipated as a
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" friendly witness' in the DOL hearing. In the July 7,1989, letter he alleges ;'

general harassment and intimidation cf technicians because of their testimony
'

at the DOL hearing. Twelve licensee employees at the TPNS facility, including
alleged victims of harassment and intimidation, and plant mar,agement officials,
were interviewed regarding this matter. In essence, all interviewees related
they were unaware of any specific acts of harassment and intimidation due to
the testimony of SAPORITO witnesses at the DOL hearing. Based upon the
information furnished by the interviences, there was no substantive evidence
to indicate any harassment and intimidation or that SAPORITO witnesses were
treated differently by the licensee than those individuals who were subpcenaed |

J

to testify for the company.

Extenshe investigation activities were conducted to resolve the alleged
unethical behavior, actions, and misconduct by the licensee's counsel prior to
and during the DOL hearing. During the investigation to resohe this allega-
tien, a member of the independent law firm which conducted inoviries and
reviews at the TPNS facility regarding SAPORITO's allegations described the
goals and objecthes of their activities and denied they had harassed SAPORlTO
during their investigation. In essence, the licensee erployees who were
allegedly harassed and intimidated by an attorney representing FPL in the 00L
hearing denied they were harassed, threatened, or coerced by this ir"'vidual
prior to, during, or folicwing the DOL hearing. One interviewee recalled that
he sensed an attempt by SAPORITO's attorney, prior to the DOL hearing, to
influence and coerce false and derogatory statements regarding the conduct and
behasior of l&C managers and supervisors. Licensee managers and a former
senior vice president catecorically denied knowledge of any attempts to
discredit witr. esses for SAPORITO or to influence or coerce unfavorable testi-
mony concerning this individual. The li:ensee's labor attorney forcefully
denied any unethical or improper conduct or practices as alleged. Based upon

;be testimony of these witnesses SAPORITO's allegations contained in the
August 12, 1989, letter to the NRC pursuant to a 10 CFR i 2.206 petition coule
not be substantiated. Disclosures from the investigation report provided by
the independent law firm regarding their investigation activities revealed no
apparent evidence of the alleged impreprieties. Remarks in this documentation
essentially characterize SAPORITO as cre who misrepresents facts and exploits
situations for his cwn gain and edification.

! Status of Investigation
I

During the entir< insestigation, interviewees of ten discussed various issues'

which insched systems, hardware, components, devices, and mechanisms at the
TPNS and SLNP facilities. Upon the completion of all interviews surneri:ed in
the applicable ROI sections relating to the alleged harassment of employees,
the " chilling effect,' and the falsification issues, NRC RII staff officials
CRLENJAK and WILSON reviewed transcripts for any nuclear health and safety
issues which required irnediate resolution. Further, all pertinent investiga-

|
tion activities have been completed and no dditional assistance has been

| requested. This insestigation is CLOSED.
1
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LIST OP EXHIBifS

Exhibit
No. Description

1 Initial Investigation Request Memorandum, dated
Decerrber 21, 1988,

2 Supplemental Investigation Request Memorandum, dated
January 6,1989, with SAPORITO letter, dated Decerrber 21,
1988, attached.

Supplemental investi ation Request Memorandum, dated3 9
February 8,1989, with SAPORITO letter, dated February 7,
1989, attached.

4 Copy of RAC Memorandum to Case File, dated March 9,1989,

S Copy of PAC Memorardum to Case File, dated August 28, 1989,
with portion of SAPORITO's letter, dated August 12, 1989,
attached.

6 Copy of NRR Memorendum, BERr0W to EDISON, dated August 30,
1989.

7 Copy of SAPORITO letter to NRC, dated December 5,1988,
with pertinent allegation documents attached.

8 Copy of SAPORITO letter to NRC, dated January 13, 1989.

9 Copy of SAPOR!TO letter to NRC, dated January 30, 1989.

10 Copy of SAPOR!TO letter to PPC, dated March 1,19E9.

11 Copy of SAPORITO letter to NPC, dated March 2,1989.

12 Copy of SAPOR!TO letter to NRC, dated March 3,1989,

13 Copy of SAPORITO letter to NRC, dated March 3,1989.

14 Copy of SAPORITO letter to NRC, dated March 7, 1989.

15 Copy of SAPORITO letter to NRC, dated July 7, )989,

16 Copy of SAPORITO letter to NRC, dated August 12, 1989.

17 Transcript of Interview with SAPORITO, dated January 12,
1989.

18 Transcript of Interview with WHITE, dated January 23, 1989.

19 Transcript of Interview with McCARTHY, dated January 23,
1989.
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Exhibit
N o_. _ _ Description

20 Transcript of Interview with MrDONALD, dated January 25,
1989.

21 Transcript of Interview with Mc!NTYPE, dated February 7,
1989.

22 Transcript of Interview with MclNTYRE, dated February 8
1989.

23 Transcript of Interview with LAZENBY, dated January 25,
1989,

24 Transcript of Interview with BOYLE, dated February 7,1989.

25 Transcript of Intersiew with BENhETT, dated February 7,
1989.

26 Transcript of Interview with ROBERTS, dated February 8,
1989,

27 Transcript of Interview with COLSTON, dated February 8,
1989.

28 Transcript of Interview with PHIPPS, dated February 8,
1989.

29 Transcript of Interview with DihAN, dated February F,1989.

30 Transcript of Interview with HALL, dated February 8, 1989,

31 Transcript of Interview with P10VE, dated January 25,
1989.

32 Transcript of Interview with ASCROM, dated January 25,
1989.

33 Report of Interview with LINDER, dated February 8,19E9.

34 Transcript of Interview with K!RBY, dated February 7,19E9.

35 Transcript of Interview with GARNER, datec January 25,
1989.

36 Transcript of Interview with O!LLON, dated February 7,
1989.

37 Transcript of Interview with BALCERZAK, dated February 7,
1989.

!
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Exhibit
No. Description

38 Transcript of Interview with BRANCH, dated February 7 i

1989. {
i <

f 39 Transcript of interview with CVLLOP, dated February 7, |

i 1989. i
!

I
i- 40 Report of Interview with YOUNG dated February 8, 1989,
i i

j 41 Report of Interview with SINGLETON, dated February 8, 1989. !

42 Report of Interview with RAHN dated January ?0,1989.
;

43 Transcript of Interview with KIRKSEY, dated February 7,
1989.

44 Transcrf pt of Interview with WARNEP, dated February 7,
1989.

- 45 Pepor t of Interviews with GONZALEZ, MORALES, DAYTON,
SCHOTT, DAMON, ARNOLD, WILSON, COX, YOUNGWAN, DARR, and
FORTORREAL, dated February 8, 1989.

! 46- Transcript of Interview with BL A00W dated knuary 25,
; 1989.

47 Transcript of Interview with K0VARIK, dated Jur.e 21, 1989.

46 Transcript of Interview with ALEXANDER.' dated June 20,
1989.

'

49- Transcript of Interview with HANLEY, dated June 20, 1989.

50 Transcript of Interview'with ALLAN, dated-June 21, 1989. ,

51- Transcript of Interview with CAPERA, dated June 21, 1989.
.

52. Report of Interview with JONES, dated May 4,1989.

53 Report of Interviews with MATHis and Mc00NALD ' dated May 3,
1989.

54 - Transcript of interview with ROBERTS.-dated June 20, 1989.

55 Transcript of Interview with VERHOEVEN, dated June'21,
1989.

56 Transcript of Interview with. KORAN, dated June 21, 1989.

. 57 Transcript of Interview with HARLEY, dated June 22, 1989.
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58 SLNP PWO Number 8485, dated Fay 16, 1988, with attachments.

FPL letter, L-89-170, to 01, received May 8, 1989.
13 59

] Transcript of Interview with HIEGEL, dated March 14, 1989.
- 60

Transcript of Interview with HIEGEl, dated March 15, 1989.
61

Transcript of Interview with WATSON, dated March 15, 1989.
62

,

;

Transcript of Interview with SCHWEPPE, dated March 16,63
1989.

Transcript of Interview with FLANAGAN, dated March 15,
54

1989.

Transcript of Interview with HOSKINS, dated March 15, 1989.65

Transcript of Interview with DAWSON, dated March 16, 1989.
66

Transcript of Interview with McCARTHY, dated February 8,
67

1989.

Transcript of Interview with BOYLE, dated February 2?,68
1989.

Transcript of Interview with MATHIS, dated February 8,69
1989.

Transcript of Interview with MATHIS, dated February 22,70
1989.

Transcript of Interview with l.INDER, dated February 22,
71

1989.

Transcript of Interview with YERH0EVEN, dated February 22,72
1989.

73 Transcript of Interview with WILLIS. dated February 22,
1989.

74 Transcript of Interview with STANTON, dated February 22,
1989.

75 Transcript of Interview with TOMASZEWSKI, dated
February 23, 1989.

76 Transcript of Interview with GIANFRANCESCO, dated
February 22, 1989.
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: Erhibit
; No._ Description '

~

77 Transcript of Interview with CROSS, dated February 21,
i. 1989.
, -

78- Transcript of Interview with AXERSON, dated November 6,
1989.

79 Transcript of Interview with WILL!$, dated September 27,
1989.

| 80 transcript of Interview with PAWLEY, dated September ?7,
1989.

.

81 Transcript of Interview with YE40EVEN, dated September 27,
1989.

82 Transcript of Interview with BL ADOW, dated September 27,
t 1989.

83 Transcript of Interview with CROSS, dated September 27,
1989.

- 84 Transcript of Interview with ONM, dated September 26, i
1989.

85 Transcript of Interview with !:AFNICK, dated Septernber 26,
1989.

.

8 6 '. Transcript of Interview with CCWAY, dated October 3,1989.

87 Copy of FPL Purchasing Depart 4nt PO-Nurrber B8963380004, '

dated January 10, 1989.

88 Copy of STIER, 'ANDEPS0h, and MA' ONE Report Addendum,' pages-.

15-29, dated June 16, 1989. <

89 -Copy of STIER, ANDERSON, and PALONE Report Addendum, pages -
30-56,-dated June-16. 1989.-

.

,

J
90 Copy of. STIER, ANDERSON, and-PALONE Executive Summary

Report, dated June 16, 1989.

. 91 Copy of 00L Recomended Decisicn and Order Denying '

L Complaint, dated Juna 30, 1989.

92 Copy of'TPNS.0A Transcript of Interview with SAPORITO,
dated November 22, 1988.

3

5

9

t
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